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SUMMARY
Varying-coecient models make up an increasing portion of statistical research
and are now applied to censored data analysis in medical studies. This research in-
corporates such exible semiparametric regression tools for interval censored data
with a cured proportion. A two-part model is adopted to describe the overall
survival experience for such complicated data. To t the unknown functional com-
ponents into the model, the standard local polynomial approach is taken with
bandwidth chosen by cross-validation. Consistency and asymptotic distribution
of the estimation procedure are established. A resampling scheme is proposed for
inference. A BIC-type model selection method is constructed to recommend an ap-
propriate specication of parametric and nonparametric components in the model.
Extensive simulations are conducted to assess the performance of our methods. An
application on some decompression sickness data is used to illustrate our methods.
xiii
LIST Of NOTATIONS
Rd d-dimensional real space
MT the transpose of a matrix M
j  j the Euclidean norm i.e. jxj = (x21 +    + x2d)1=2 for
x = (x1;    ; xd)T 2 Rd
j  jmax jxjmax = maxfjx1j;    ; jxdjg, 8 x = (x1;    ; xd)T 2
Rd
In n n identity matrix
p ! convergence in probability
a.s. ! convergence almost sure
d ! convergence in distribution
1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This thesis was motivated by the hypobaric decompression sickness data (HDSD)
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (Conkin and
Powell (2001); Thompson and Chhikara (2003)). The presence of gas bubbles in
venous blood is associated with an increased risk of decompression sickness (DCS)
in hypobaric environments. A high grade of venous gas emboli (VGE) can be
a precursor to serious DCS. Therefore, it is important to build a model for the
time to onset of grade IV VGE in order to predict the situations in which it is
most likely to occur. The HDSD data set has records from volunteer subjects
undergoing denitrogenation test procedures prior to being exposed to a hypobaric
2environment. Since the onset time of grade IV VGE, if it occurred, was recorded
only as contained within certain time intervals, owing to the nature of the measure-
ment procedure, the attained data were subject to interval censoring. Moreover, it
has been suggested that some subjects had nite event times, whereas others had
innite event times. Individuals with innite event times are sometimes referred
to as `cured' or `immune'. A cure rate model that allows a subgroup of subjects
to be immune to the event of interest is thus warranted (Li and Ma (2010); Ma
(2010); Thompson and Chhikara (2003)). Usually a two-part model is adopted for
this type of data. The rst part models the probability of cure and the second
part models the survival distribution for susceptible subjects. it is very often of
interest to investigate the covariate eects. For the rst part of the model, we
usually use familiar binary regression models such as the logistic model; for the
second part, we may choose all kinds of parametric or semiparametric regression
models appropriate for survival data.
Zhang and Sun (2010b) gives the latest review of statistical analysis for interval
censored data. In general, the theoretical justication for interval censored data
analysis may be dicult because there is a lack of basic tools as simple and elegant
as the partial likelihood theory and the martingale theory for right censored data.
However, for likelihood-based estimation under a known class of distributions,
3we can still obtain
p
n consistency and asymptotic normality. For distribution-
free inference procedures for interval censoring data, only 3
p
n-consistency can be
achieved. For more details, one may consult Sun (2006). Because of this benet,
parametric models, such as accelerated failure time models, are usually preferred
in lieu of Cox model for interval censored data, when the distribution is suitable.
In Zhang and Sun (2010a), clustered interval-censored failure time data with
informative cluster size were analyzed using regression. Two methods were pro-
posed. One was a weighted estimating equation-based procedure. Another was a
within-clustered resampling procedure. This procedure sampled a single subject
from each cluster and transformed the data to the usual univariate failure time
data, which could be analyzed with a generalized linear model. Since the obser-
vations in the resampled data are independent, we may take the average of all
resampled-based estimates.
To incorporate the cure rate for interval censoring, Ma (2009, 2010) considered
the previously mentioned two-part model and studied the theoretical properties of
estimation under the Cox proportional hazards model. Li and Ma (2010) used a
similar mixture modelling idea and discussed various location-scale families for the
survival distribution.
Some recent papers have also made contributions towards cure rate modelling.
4In Xiang et al. (2011), the mixture cure model with random eects for clustered
interval-censored survival data was studied. As with research of Li and Ma (2010),
random eects were incorporated in both the cure rate part under the logistic
regression and PH regression components. The authors followed the generalized
linear mixed model method for estimation. The best linear unbiased prediction
(BLUP) type log-likelihood was constructed which can be viewed as a penalized
log-likelihood. The key point of the authors' approach was to dene a latent
variable to indicate whether the individual would be cured or not. This ran-
dom variable was unknown when right-censored and could be treated as missing.
Therefore, to nd the restricted maximum log-likelihood estimators, the authors
implemented EM algorithm, which was iterative. Their method employed the Cox
semi-parametric PH function form for the survival function component and a self-
consistent estimator for the baseline survival function. Their approach required no
specication of the parametric survival function form, and there were no potential
problems due to survival distribution misspecication.
Peng and Taylor (2011) used similar models in Xiang et al. (2011). They also
applied the Gaussian quadrature approximation method for estimation. Lu (2010)
studied the accelerated failure time model with a cure fraction via kernel-based
nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation. As with the research of Li and
Ma (2010), logistic regression was used for the cure fraction, and the accelerated
5failure time model for the survival function component. However, as with the
work of Xiang et al. (2011), there was no specication of the parametric survival
function form. The authors also used a latent variable to indicate whether the
individual would be cured or not. Therefore, the EM algorithm was employed. To
maximize the corresponding condition expectation in E step, smooth estimation
of the hazard function was needed. The author started with a piece-wise constant
hazard function, which was asymptotically equivalent to the kernel-smoother. It
was shown that the resulting estimates were consistent and asymptotically normal.
The author proposed to consistently estimate the asymptotic covariance matrix by
inverting the empirical Fisher information matrix based on the EM-aided numer-
ical dierentiation method for computing the second derivative of the log prole
likelihood at the maximum. Using similar ideas, Zhang et al. (2011) proposed a
new semiparametric estimation method based on a kernel smoothed approximation
which is asymptotically equivalent to the prole likelihood function in the acceler-
ated hazard model. This method leads to smooth estimating equations and is easy
to use. Consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimates from this method
are also proved.
Zhang and Peng (2012) reviewed two estimation methods for the accelerated
failure time mixture cure model. One was Li and Taylor's method based on solv-
ing the general estimating equation, and the other was the rank-like estimation
6method. Authors proved that the two estimation methods are asymptotically
equivalent. They also suggested using the rank-like estimation method with a
Gehan type weight in practice, because of its accuracy and eciency. Peng and Xu
(2012) reviewed the recently proposed Box-Cox transformation cure model (BCT).
This cure model includes the mixture cure model (MCM) and the bounded cu-
mulative hazard cure model (BCH) as special cases. The authors gave a similar
biological interpretation for the BCT model to that for the BCH model. For model
selection between MCM and BCH, the authors used AIC, the likelihood ratio test
and the score test. The author's study showed that AIC was informative and that
both the likelihood ratio test and the score test had adequate power for model
selection when the sample size was large.
Well-developed methods for right-censored data may be extended to analyze the
interval-censored data. In Chen and Sun (2010), the authors employed an additive
hazards model to describe the survival time for studying interval-censored failure
time data. A multiple imputation approach was used for inference. This algorithm
imputes censoring times by sampling from the current estimate of the conditional
distribution of the error which changes interval-censored data to right-censored
data. The authors then used the ready estimation method for the right-censored
data for inference. This approach can be generalized to time-dependent covariates.
However, the imputation procedure may be improper.
7In this thesis, nonparametric smoothing is included for regression analysis to
make the model more exible. Specically, varying-coecients are incorporated
which is a research subject that has been focused on in much recent nonparametric
literature. However, not many attempts have yet been made to apply state-of-
the-art nonparametric tting techniques to interval censoring. Fan and Gijbels
(1996) is a good introduction to nonparametric regression models. When high-
dimensional data are presented, many powerful methods are employed to avoid
the so-called \curse of dimensionality". Among them, a useful extension of classi-
cal linear models is varying-coecient models. One advantage of these models is
that the coecient functions can be easily estimated using a simple local regres-
sion one-step procedure. However, when dierent coecient functions have dier-
ent degrees of smoothness, the one-step estimation method is not optimal. Fan
and Zhang (1999) proposed a two-step estimation procedure for varying-coecient
models to deal with this situation. Fan and Huang (2005) studied prole likelihood
inferences on semi{parametric varying{coecient partially linear models, includ-
ing the prole likelihood ratio test, the Wald test and asymptotic normality. Xia
et al. (2004) gave an ecient two-step procedure for semivarying-coecient models
based on minimizing the semi-local least squares estimation procedure. The idea
is to estimate parametric coecients rst and then estimate the standard pure
varying-coecient model. Wang and Xia (2009) proposed shrinkage estimation
of the varying-coecient model. Their method is called the kernel least absolute
8shrinkage and selection operator (KLASSO) method or Kernel LASSO. It can do
variable selection and nonparametric estimation simultaneously.
Kai et al. (2011) used the quantile regression method for semiparametric varying-
coecient partially linear models. The quantile regression method uses least-square
type estimation procedures, so it is hard to apply the method to interval censor-
ing data sets. Cheng and Sun (2006) gave some quantile estimators and related
bandwidth selectors for kernel quantile estimation.
Breiman and Friedman (1985) introduced the backtting algorithm, a simple
iterative procedure, to t a generalized additive model. The backtting algorithm
method smoothes regression residuals for additive models to update functional
estimates one by one. Usually, the backtting algorithm is equivalent to the Gauss{
Seidel method algorithm for solving a certain linear system of equations (Hastie and
Tibshirani (1990), Chapter 5). The theory of the backtting algorithm method is
much harder than that of the prole estimation method. One may refer to Opsomer
(2000) for asymptotic properties of backtting estimators.
Also relevant to censored data are the following close{knit publications. Fan
et al. (1997) considered the proportional hazards regression model with a nonpara-
metric risk eect. Maximum local likelihood estimations for parametric baseline
9hazard functions and maximum local partial likelihood estimations for nonpara-
metric baseline hazard functions were studied. Cai et al. (2008) and Lu and Zhang
(2010) implemented varying-coecient models under the Cox regression model for
right censored data. Li and Lee (2011) and Li and Zhang (2011) studied paramet-
ric regression with varying-coecients and thresholding eects. Besides varying-
coecient models, other less complicated threshold regression (TR) models are
also studied in Lee et al. (2010) and Yu et al. (2009), where nonparametric cubic
B-splines are adopted.
The Cox model, or the proportional hazards (PH) regression model, is a class
of widely used survival models. In fact, the PH model can be treated as a reduced
mathematical form of a TR model. Lee and Whitmore (2009) provide more details.
Therefore, TR may be considered as an alternative regression approach when there
is evidence or suspicion that the PH property does not hold. Even when the PH
feature does hold reasonably well, using a TR modelling framework to look into the
hazard structure may lead to a better understanding of the patterns of risk being
exhibited, because the underlying stochastic processes may provide more insight
into the mechanism. It should be noted that the PH model is a semiparametric
model. Therefore, some properties of parametric models are dierent from those of
the PH model | the consistency and asymptotic normality, for instance. In Zhang
et al. (2010), the authors proposed a spline-based sieve semiparametric maximum
10
likelihood approach to t the Cox model with interval-censored data. This ap-
proach approximated the baseline cumulative hazard function using a monotone
B-spline function. The method is ecient. Asymptotic normality of the estimates
was proved with the method to estimate the standard error of the estimates. In
Wang et al. (2010), the authors proposed an estimating equation based approach
to regression analysis for interval-censored failure time data using the additive
hazards model. There was no need to estimate the baseline hazard function for
this method. The method is ecient with established asymptotic properties. In
Perdona and Louzada-Neto (2011), the authors proposed a general hazard model
which generalized a large number of families of cure rate models. The estimation
procedure was based on the maximum-likelihood-estimation method.
Bayesian ideas can be applied to analyze interval-censored data. HDSD was
analyzed using Bayesian models in Thompson and Chhikara (2003). Pennel et al.
(2009) used Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to t TR models with random
eects and nonproportional hazards. This approach included a data augmenta-
tion method which avoided complicated posterior distributions and made it more
tractable in the Bayesian framework. Cancho et al. (2011) employed a Bayesian
analysis using MCMC methods for right-censored survival data suitable for pop-
ulations with a cure rate. The authors modeled the cure rate under the negative
binomial distribution as a special case of the promotion time cure model. Lopes and
11
Bolfatine (2012) studied the promotion cure rate model with random eects. Both
Bayesian and classical estimation methods were implemented. The Bayesian ap-
proach was implemented using MCMC. The classical approach used the restricted
maximum likelihood estimators.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 covers the modelling method-
ology where we present the two-part model. It demonstrates the two-part model
with varying-coecients, applications to interval censored data and the estima-
tion method. Chapter 3 is the inference chapter where asymptotic theorems are
provided. A particular resampling method is applied to estimate the asymptotic
variance. A modied BIC version of the model selection method is also introduced.
Simulations and real data analysis are provided in Chapter 4 and discussions and
further research topics follow in Chapter 5. The proofs of asymptotic theorems are




2.1 Two-part models with varying-coecients
A few notations are required to introduce our methodology. Assume n inde-
pendent subjects are observed in a sample. For the ith observation (i = 1;    ; n),
denote pi to be the probability of being susceptible and so 1  pi is the probability
of being cured. Let S0 be the proper survivor function for susceptible subjects,
with S0(0) = 1 and S0(1) = 0: Denote T to be the event time of interest and t to
be its realized value. Under the two-part model assumption, the survival function
2.1 Two-part models with varying-coecients 13
for the failure time of the ith subject is




T to be the vector of covariates associated with pi. Under a




1 + exp f (MTi (Ui) +NTi )g
;
where () = (1();    ; r())T is an r-dimensional vector of unknown functions,
and  = (1;    ; s)T is an s-dimensional vector of unknown parameters. Note
that coecients of M are varying according to an index variable U and those of
N are constant.
We consider modeling the log survival times of non-cured subjects under the
location-scale family of distributions, and assume that






Here () = (1();    ; p())T is a p-dimensional vector of unknown functions,
and  = (1;    ; q)T is a q-dimensional vector of unknown parameters. Note
that coecients of X are varying according to U and those of Z are constant. F
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is a cumulative distribution function for a standardized location-scale distribution
where  > 0 is the scale parameter. Examples of F include the standard nor-
mal distribution, logistic distribution and Gumbel distribution. The details are as
follows. Supposing the random variable X is a member of the location-scale dis-
tributions with the location parameter  and the scale parameter , there exists a
standardized random variable Z that is Z = X 

, which has the same distribution
















In practice, the two sets of covariates (M ,N) and (X, Z) can have zero, partial
or full overlap. In this thesis we explicitly treat these covariates as two dierent
sets. This kind of arrangement is especially plausible when two independent sources
of predictors aect the cure probability and the failure time separately.
2.2 Estimation under mixed case interval censor-
ing
In a lifetime study the event time ti may not be observable for the ith subject.
Under a general setting of mixed case interval censoring, we can only observe
2.2 Estimation under mixed case interval censoring 15
(Li; Ri], where 0  Li < ti  Ri  1: Let i be the censoring indicator: i equals
1 if ti is interval censored (for which Ri <1) and 0 if ti is right censored (for which
Ri =1). The observed data consist of f(Li; Ri; i;Ci) : i = 1; : : : ; ng; where Ci is
the union of all the covariates in the model, i.e. Ci =
SfMi;Ni;Xi;Zi; Uig.
Under mixed case interval censoring, the likelihood for a single observation,
given covariates, is
Li = fS(Li)  S(Ri)giS(Li)1 i
= pii fS0(Li)  S0(Ri)gi [1  pif1  S0(Li)g]1 i ;
where pi and S0 would involve covariates and all unknown parameters and func-
tions.
Therefore, the log-likelihood for a single observation is
l
(;)
i = i log fS(Li)  S(Ri)g+ (1  i) logS(Li)
= i log pi + i log fS0(Li)  S0(Ri)g+ (1  i) log [1  pif1  S0(Li)g]
= i log fS0(Li)  S0(Ri)g+ (1  i) log fpi[p 1i   f1  S0(Li)g]g+ i log pi
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+(1  i) log






  log [1 + exp( MTi (Ui) NTi )]
When unknown functions are present, a local-likelihood usually has to be con-
structed. We consider the local polynomial approximation technique (Fan and
Gijbels (1996), Carroll et al. (1997), Fan et al. (1997), Cai et al. (2008)). For ob-
served index variable Ui close to the point u, by the rst-order Taylor's expansion,
we have
(Ui)  (u) + (Ui   u) _(u)
= fui(u)
 IpgTa(u);
(Ui)  (u) + (Ui   u) _(u)
= fui(u)
 IrgTb(u);
where ui(u) = (1; (Ui   u))T , a(u) = ((u)T ; _(u)T )T , b(u) = ((u)T ; _(u)T )T .
Here _f() denotes the rst derivative of the function f() and the symbol 
 denotes
the Kronecker product.
The combined local log-likelihood function of the observed data can be written





~li(Ui)Kh(Ui   u); (2.2)
where Kh() = K(=h)=h for a kernel function K, h is a bandwidth and














+ (1  i) log









  log [1 + exp( MTi fui(u)
 IrgTb(u) NTi )]
The kernel reects that the above model is only applicable to the neighborhood
around u and weighs down smoothly the contribution of remote data points. In
this thesis, the Epanechnikov kernel K(t) = 0:75(1  t2)+ is used for estimation.
Estimation based on maximizing the above combined local log-likelihood is
dicult and crude because too many parameters are involved. Therefore, to make
the estimation ecient, we may consider a prole estimation approach. Suppose
the constant parameters ,  and  are known and we maximize the above local
log-likelihood function to obtain a^(u) and b^(u) and use the rst p entries of a^(u)
and the rst r entries of b^(u) as the local maximum likelihood estimates ^(u) and
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^(u), respectively. To obtain the complete range of function values for ^(u) and
^(u), the computation has to be repeated for a grid of N points for distinct u over
the domain of U .
Initially, for each distinct grid point ui, we maximize (2.2) with respect to
all parameters to obtain initial estimates ^() = ^0() and ^() = ^0() using
linear interpolation to obtain the full function estimates. While ^, ^, ^ are also
estimated for each distinct grid point, they are not used to update initial parameter
estimates. Initial parameter estimates are updated by maximizing the global log-
likelihood (2.3) shown below with initial function estimates given.
The estimates for the constant parameters ,  and  can be updated by
maximizing the log-likelihood




























  log [1 + exp( MTi ^(Ui) NTi )]:
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There may be a technical concern for experts on regression smoothing that
the cure rate part and the survival part should not receive the same amount of
smoothing and dierent bandwidth parameters may be needed for the functional
estimates in order to achieve the estimation eciency. This is actually what we
implement in this thesis and more details are provided in the next section. This
makes the computation algorithm similar to the back-tting algorithm for additive
models (Breiman and Friedman (1985)). One may refer to Opsomer (2000) for
asymptotic properties of backtting estimators.
2.3 Computation
The previous section introduced a general idea for obtaining the parameter and
function estimates based on maximizing log-likelihood. More details for the actual
implementation are provided here.
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2.3.1 Estimations
2.3.1.1 Initial estimation for both varying-coecients and parameters
By maximizing the local likelihood (2.2) with respect to all the parameters,
we obtain a set of estimates. This is an one-step estimation used for the initial
varying-coecient estimates in the algorithm below.
Initially, for each distinct grid point ui, we maximize (2.2) with respect to
all parameters to obtain initial estimates ^() = ^0() and ^() = ^0() using
linear interpolation to obtain the full function estimates. While ^, ^, ^ are also
estimated for each distinct grid point, they are not used to update initial parameter
estimates. Initial parameter estimates are updated by maximizing the global log-
likelihood (2.3) shown below with initial function estimates given.
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2.3.1.2 Local estimation for varying-coecients of the location-scale
part
As with (2.2), one can dene the combined local log-likelihood functions of the




~l^i (Ui)Kh1(Ui   u); (2.4)
where Kh1() = K(=h1)=h1 for a kernel function K, h1 is a bandwidth and














+ (1  i) log








  log [1 + exp( MTi ^(Ui) NTi )]:
By maximizing the local likelihood (2.4) with respect to the unknown functions
for the location-scale part if the parameters ,  and  and the functions to be
estimated for the cure rate part are known, we obtain a set of estimates for unknown
functions in the location-scale part and use linear interpolation to obtain the full
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function estimates.
2.3.1.3 Local estimation for varying-coecients of the cure rate part
As with (2.2), one can dene the combined local log-likelihood functions of the




~l^i (Ui)Kh2(Ui   u); (2.5)
where Kh2() = K(=h2)=h2 for a kernel function K, h2 is a bandwidth and












+ (1  i) log








  log [1 + exp( MTi fui(u)
 IrgTb(u) NTi )]:
By maximizing the local likelihood (2.5) with respect to the unknown func-
tions for the cure rate part if the parameters ,  and  and the functions to be
estimated for the location-scale part are known, we obtain a set of estimates for
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unknown functions in the cure rate part and use linear interpolation to obtain the
full function estimates.
2.3.1.4 Global estimation for parameters
The estimations of constant parameters , ,  are updated via a prole likeli-
hood approach. Maximizing the above log-likelihood (2.3), Lu;n(;; ; ^; ^) leads
to updated parameter estimates, denoted by ^, ^ and ^.
2.3.2 Algorithm
The following is an iterative algorithm to implement our estimation procedure.
Step 0. (Initialization). Choose initial estimates ^() = ^0() and ^() = ^0()
obtained by maximizing (2.2) with respect to all parameters for each distinct
grid point and using linear interpolation to obtain the full function estimates.
While ^, ^, ^ are also estimated for each distinct grid point, they are
not used to update initial parameter estimates. Next obtain ^0, ^0, ^0 by
globally maximizing (2.3) with initial function estimates given. Set ^ = ^0,
^ = ^0, ^ = ^0.
Step 1. (Local estimation for the location-scale part). Fix ^, ^, ^, ^() at their
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current values. For u = ui, obtain the local estimates by local estimation
using gradient information to obtain a^(ui) for i = 1; : : : ; N with the corre-
sponding bandwidth h1. Use linear interpolation to obtain the full function
estimates ^().
Step 2. (Local estimation for the cure rate part). Fix ^, ^, ^, ^() at their current
values. For u = ui, obtain the local estimates by local estimation using
gradient information to obtain b^(ui) for i = 1; : : : ; n with the corresponding
bandwidth h2. Use linear interpolation to obtain the full function estimates
^().
Step 3. (Global estimation). Update ^, ^ and ^ by the global MLE with ^(Ui) and
^(Ui) xed at the estimates obtained from the previous steps.
Step 4. Repeat Steps 1, 2 and 3 until convergence.
Step 5. Fix ^, ^, ^ and ^() at their current values. The nal estimate of (ui)
is ^(ui), the rst p entries of a^(u) obtained by local estimation for the
location-scale part with the bandwidth hopt1 for i = 1;    ; N . Use linear
interpolation to obtain the full function estimates.
Step 6. Fix ^, ^, ^ and ^() at their current values. The nal estimate of (ui) is
^(ui), the rst r entries of b^(ui) obtained by local estimation for the cure
rate part with the bandwidth hopt2 for i = 1;    ; N . Use linear interpolation
to obtain the full function estimates.
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In practice, one may choose N  20 equispaced points in the domain of U and the
plots of functional estimates should display suciently satisfactory visual results.
To relax the constraint on the parameter, one may estimate log  instead of .
The bandwidths hopt1 and hopt2 are usually chosen to be slightly larger than
h1 and h2 respectively to make the nal functional estimates smoother. For the
bandwidth h used in the initial one-step estimation, one may choose h1 = h2 since
only crude estimators are needed at Step 0.
The Epanechnikov kernel K(t) = 0:75(1   t2)+ is used for estimation in this
thesis. The convergence criterion used in this thesis is that the average of the
squared dierences between two consecutive estimates is less than or equal to
0:001. In our experiences it usually takes 20 to 30 iterations with our algorithm





In order to make inferences for the parameter and varying-coecient estimates,
we derive the large sample properties for them in this section. For the paramet-
ric estimates, we have the following theorems under some regularity conditions
generally satised for practical data.
Theorem 1. Assume that conditions in the Appendix hold. If h1 = O(h2),
nh21=flog(1=h1)g ! 1, nh22=flog(1=h2)g ! 1, nh41 ! 0 and nh42 ! 0. Then
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d ! N [0; 1( 1)T ]:
where  and  are dened in the Appendix with the proof of Theorem 2.
For the nonparametric estimates for varying-coecients, we may attain similar
asymptotic normality.
Theorem 2. Assume that conditions in the Appendix hold. Suppose n ! 1,
h1 ! 0, h2 ! 0, h1 = O(h2), nh1 !1, nh2 !1. And nh51 and nh52 are bounded.








1CCA d ! N [0;1]:
The denition of bn, 1 and the proof of the theorem is given in the Appendix,
where we present the asymptotic covariance matrix. The proof of the above asymp-
totic results can follow from standard theories of local polynomial estimation. In
practice, the bias term is of order O(h2) and is only of theoretical concern. Since
omitting it has no practical impact on the estimation accuracy, we usually treat
such a term as an irrelevance in the calculation.
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3.2 Estimation of asymptotic variance
Though the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix  1( 1)T has been de-
rived in a standard sandwich form, the matrices  and  are of complicated analytic
forms. It is dicult to apply the plug-in method where we replace the unknown
quantities in the covariance expression with their sample estimates which may cause
signicant inaccuracies. Therefore, it is desirable to have a practical computation
approach to approximate the asymptotic variance.
A common practice is to employ a resampling method. Here, we propose to
adopt a resampling scheme given in Jin et al. (2001) to approximate the asymptotic
distribution of the parametric component.
The resampling procedure is as follows. First, we generate n independent and
identically distributed (iid) exponential random variables fi; i = 1;    ; ng with
mean 1 and variance 1. Then, xing the data set to their observed values, we











i (u)Kh1(Ui   u);
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Denote the estimation for a particular bootstrap sample as ~, ~ and ~.
The following theorem establishes the validity of the proposed resampling method.
Theorem 3. Under the conditions given in the Appendix and the same rate of
















Based on such distribution results, by repeatedly generating f1;    ; ng, we
may obtain a large number of realizations of (^T ; ^T ; ^)T and then use the empirical
distribution of ( ~T ; ~T ; ~)T to calculate sample variances.
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3.3 Bandwidth and model selection
3.3.1 Cross-validation
Cross-validation(CV) is a widely-used procedure to choose the optimal band-
width. In our case, we use the leave-one-out log-likelihood CV. However, it is a
time-consuming procedure. We do not have simple formulae like generalized cross-
validation (GCV) to make use of the estimates based on the full data set to obtain
the log-likelihood CV. For each observation left out, the parametric and nonpara-
metric parts are estimated again. Therefore, we use the one-step approximation of
the log-likelihood CV made by following the Cook and Weisberg (1982) equation
(5:2:2) shown below.
Denote L(i) to be the log-likelihood obtained after deleting the i-th case, and ,
^ are parameters of interest and the corresponding maximum likelihood estimates
respectively. Using the quadratic approximation of L(i), we have
L(i)()  L(i)(^) + (   ^)T _L(i)(^) + 1
2
(   ^)T L(i)(^)(   ^) (5:2:1)
where _L(i)(^) is the gradient vector with j-th element
@()
@j
evaluated at  = ^
and L(i)(^) has (j,k)-th element
@2()
@j@k
, evaluated at  = ^. If  L(i)(^) is positive
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denite, the quadratic approximation is maximized at
^1(i) = ^   (L(i)(^)) 1 _L(i)(^) (5:2:2)
3.3.2 BIC
To make the choice of varying-coecients more objective, we adopt a model se-
lection method similar to the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). This approach
has been implemented in nonparametric regression by a few authors (Cheng et al.
(2009), Li and Zhang (2011) and Zhang (2011)). Specically, dene
BIC =  2L^+   log(n);
where
 = q + s+ (0 + 2=2)(p=h1 + r=h2);
and L^ is the log-likelihood with all unknown varying-coecients and constant pa-
rameters replaced by their estimates. The parameters 0; 2 and 2 dened below
are kernel-specic. When the Epanechnikov kernel K(t) = 0:75(1   t2)+ is used,
0 + 2=2 = 1:028571. The derivation of the BIC, shown below, follows a similar
technique to that described in Section 4:1, with reference to Cheng et al. (2009).
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Since a local linear approximation is used for nonparametric varying-coecients









1 U1   u
...
...
1 Un   u
1CCCCCCA ; W0 = diag (Kh1(U1   u);    ; Kh1(Un   u)).









tiK(t)dt. Since we have two parts with dierent
bandwidths, h1 and h2, we propose to sum up them as
 = q + s+ (0 + 2=2)(p=h1 + r=h2)
to denote the number of parameters in estimation for the proposed two-part model.
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3.3.3 Algorithm for bandwidth selection
To choose an objective pair of bandwidths, we can choose the one with the
largest approximated log-likelihood CV, as shown above. However, it is time-
consuming to calculate CVs on the grids of two dimensions. Our experiment shows
that the two dimensions are roughly independent for bandwidth selection using CV.
Therefore, we can x one bandwidth to nd the best bandwidth having the highest
CV on grids in another dimension. Therefore, to choose a pair of bandwidths, the
separate calculations of CVs on two separate sets of line grids are enough.
In our proposed algorithm, two pairs of bandwidths (h1; h2) and (hopt1; hopt2) are
involved. In fact, (h1; h2) is for the estimation of unknown constant parameters and
(hopt1; hopt2) is for the estimation of unknown varying-coecients. In the simulation
studies of Li and Zhang (2011), the kernel function involved in the estimation
procedure is taken to be the Epanechnikov kernel, and the bandwidth for the
estimation of unknown constants is set as 75% of that for unknown functions.
Cheng et al. (2009) gave more details. It follows from Theorem 1 that we get
good constant estimates by letting (h1; h2) be of order n
  for any  2 (1
4
; 1).
Cheng et al. (2009) suggested to take  = 1
4
+  for a small  > 0 to avoid
diculties in estimations caused by design sparsity and any bandwidth will do as
long as it is relatively small but not too small in practice. Proper selection of
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(hopt1; hopt2) is crucial for varying-coecient estimates. Based on Theorem 2, the
optimal rate of (hopt1; hopt2) is n
  1
5 . Cheng et al. (2009) suggested that (h1; h2) =
n 0:051(hopt1; hopt2):
3.3.4 Algorithm for model selection
Computing the BIC or CV for all possible sub-models is not practically possible,
given that there are 2p+q+r+s possible models. We propose the following forward
algorithm for implementing our model selection procedure. Similar procedures are
implemented in Li and Zhang (2011), Zhang (2011) and Cheng et al. (2009).
We use fi1; : : : ; ikg to denote the model with i1; : : : ; ikth coecients being con-
stant and other coecients being functional. Let  = p+ q + r + s.
We begin by treating all coecients as functional. With a slight abuse of
notation, let a^j(); j = 1; : : : ; , be the estimators of the coecients obtained. For
each a^j(), compute the discrepancy between its function values at Ui, i = 1; : : : ; n,
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Next, sort Sj, j = 1; : : : ; , from small to large, say
Si1  Si2      Si :
We choose the bandwidth (hopt1; hopt2) based on CV with (h1; h2)=n
 0:051(hopt1; hopt2).
Then we x at these two pair of bandwidths throughout the model selection pro-
cedure.
Let the BIC or CV for model fi1; : : : ; ikg be BICk or CVk, BIC0 or CV0 be
the model with all coecients functional. For each k, k = 0; : : : ; , compute BICk
or CVk until a k0 is reached such that BICk0+1 > BICk0 or CVk0+1 > CVk0 . The
model fi1; : : : ; ik0gis the chosen model.
Both BIC and CV can be used for model selection. BIC is similar to the
Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike (1974)) for model selection. Stone
(1977) proved the asymptotic equivalence of choice of model by AIC and cross-
validation under the null hypothesis and some conditions. Nishii (1984) studied
the asymptotic properties of criterion for variable selection in multiple regression.
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CHAPTER 4
Simulations and Data Analysis
4.1 Simulations
Totally, we have ve simulation settings. Setting I employs uniformly dis-
tributed covariates with numbers of subjects to be n = 500 and n = 1000. Setting
II is of normally distributed covariates. Setting III takes combinations of uniformly
and normally distributed covariates with a higher ratio of right censored data. Set-
ting IV is of two dimensional varying-coecients. Our proposed resampling scheme
introduced in Section 3.2 is not implemented in previous settings because it is time
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consuming for simulations. Therefore, setting V implements our proposed resam-
pling scheme with only 150 simulation replicates. In Li and Ma (2010) and Li and
Lee (2011), similar simulation settings are employed.
We denote the rst simulation setting to be setting I. We set the numbers of
subjects to be n = 500 and n = 1000. For HDSD, the whole data set contains
549 observations. We simulate covariates Xi, Zi, Mi, Ni and Ui from uniform(0; 1)
respectively. The binary cure indicator is generated on the basis of pi = [1 +
expf(Ui)Mi + 0 + 1Nig] 1. For a cured observation, we simulate Li from a
truncated exponential distribution exp(0:5) with an upper bound 7 and setRi =1:
For a susceptible observation, we simulate its (unobservable) failure time as ti,
which is generated from a location-scale model where the error distribution F
is a standard normal, logistic or Gumbel distribution and the mean of log(t) is
exp((Ui)Xi + 0 + 1Zi). We independently generate the left-hand end of the
censoring interval as Li = !iti, where !i  uniform(0:5; 1), and the right-hand end
as Ri = iti with probability 0:75, where i  uniform(1; 1:5), and Ri = 1 with
probability 0:25. In the following, we consider three model specications.
Case I: (U) = 3 cos2 (2U) and (U) = 3 sin2 (2U):  = ( 6; 9)T ,  =
( 4; 7)T , log() = 0, i.e.  = 1.
Case II: (U) = 9U(1   U) and (U) = 2:25   9U(1   U):  = ( 6; 9)T ,
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 = ( 4; 7)T , log() = 0.
Case III: (U) = 1:5(exp (1  U) 1) and (U) = 1:5(exp(U) 1):  = ( 6; 9)T ,
 = ( 4; 7)T , log() = 0.
Case I considers trigonometric functions which are periodic with oscillations.
Case II considers quadratic polynomial functions. Case III considers exponential
functions which are typically nonlinear. For constant parameters, positive numbers
stand for increasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates and negative
numbers stand for decreasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates.
The estimated parameters based on 1000 simulations are shown in Table 4.1,
Table 4.2, Table 4.3, Table 4.4, Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 along with standard
deviations (Std Dev). The estimates of the parameters are all close to the true
values under three cases. The intercept parameters 0 and 0 have larger variance.
This may due to the less accurate the varying-coecient estimates. The median
integrated squared errors (ISE) for nonparametric estimates over 1000 simulations
are also provided. Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5 and
Figure 4.6 show the estimates with a median numeric performance. The estimated
curves appear close to the true functions.
The overall performance of our computation methods is satisfactory, judging
from these empirical results. Comparing parametric estimation results of sample
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Table 4.1 Simulation results using normal distributions under three cases
(setting I). n = 500. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875),
(0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000.
Uniform covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  6  5:8251 0:1950 () 0:2564
1 = 9 9:0138 0:2524 () 1:3141
log() = 0  0:0139 0:0574
0 =  4  3:5086 0:5333
1 = 7 6:9075 0:8462
II 0 =  6  5:6202 0:2132 () 0:2453
1 = 9 9:0216 0:2584 () 0:7552
log() = 0 0:0073 0:0598
0 =  4  3:9523 0:6094
1 = 7 7:2685 0:8865
III 0 =  6  5:8157 0:2157 () 0:1200
1 = 9 9:0468 0:2719 () 0:6842
log() = 0 0:0067 0:0574
0 =  4  3:8969 0:5786
1 = 7 7:1930 0:8460
size n = 500 and n = 1000, the estimation improves as the sample size grows.
Although the biases are not improved much, there is evidence that the standard
deviations shrink in proportion to 1p
n
as the sample size n grows. Both the constant
parameter estimates and varying-coecient estimates for the location-scale part are
better than those for the cure rate part since the survival time outcomes provide
relatively more information and may be easier to t with regression models than
discrete binary outcomes. There are noticeable biases for varying-coecient esti-
mates near the boundary. This may due to the boundary eect of kernel smoothing
methods. We also present estimated functions under dierent sample sizes and the
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Table 4.2 Simulation results using normal distributions under three cases (set-
ting I), n = 1000. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875),
(0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000.
Uniform covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  6  5:8162 0:1416 () 0:1136
1 = 9 9:0165 0:1768 () 0:5800
log() = 0 0:0063 0:0375
0 =  4  3:5980 0:3705
1 = 7 6:8970 0:5614
II 0 =  6  5:6158 0:1491 () 0:1441
1 = 9 9:0205 0:1798 () 0:2683
log() = 0 0:0204 0:0406
0 =  4  3:8898 0:3855
1 = 7 7:0845 0:5689
III 0 =  6  5:8114 0:1419 () 0:0347
1 = 9 9:0453 0:1758 () 0:2200
log() = 0 0:0184 0:0393
0 =  4  3:8154 0:3916
1 = 7 7:0452 0:5810
performance improves as sample size grows. The varying-coecient estimator per-
forms better for functions with less oscillation.
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Table 4.3 Simulation results using logistic distributions under three cases (set-
ting I), n = 500. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:25), (0:3125; 0:25)
and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Uniform covari-
ates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  6  5:5154 0:3756 () 0:5607
1 = 9 8:9444 0:4671 () 1:0143
log() = 0 0:0298 0:0663
0 =  4  3:8588 0:6165
1 = 7 7:7232 1:0235
II 0 =  6  5:2492 0:4011 () 0:3346
1 = 9 8:8945 0:4964 () 0:6773
log() = 0 0:0595 0:0719
0 =  4  4:1003 0:7040
1 = 7 7:9420 1:1279
III 0 =  6  5:4386 0:3947 () 0:2233
1 = 9 8:9517 0:4666 () 0:6022
log() = 0 0:0655 0:0707
0 =  4  4:1015 0:6904



































































Median ISE Estimated function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.1 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using normal distributions (setting I), n = 500. Solid lines are the true
functions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the
three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125)




































































Median ISE Estimated function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.2 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using normal distributions (setting I), n = 1000. Solid lines are the true
functions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the
three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125)
and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Uniform covari-
ates are incorporated.
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Table 4.4 Simulation results using logistic distributions under three cases
(setting I), n = 1000. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:25),
(0:3125; 0:25) and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000.
Uniform covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  6  5:4528 0:2759 () 0:2789
1 = 9 8:8823 0:3286 () 0:8094
log() = 0 0:0609 0:0471
0 =  4  3:5854 0:4033
1 = 7 7:4320 0:6935
II 0 =  6  5:2100 0:3039 () 0:2152
1 = 9 8:8589 0:3459 () 0:3834
log() = 0 0:0757 0:0502
0 =  4  4:0169 0:4763
1 = 7 7:7895 0:7387
III 0 =  6  5:4482 0:2732 () 0:1144
1 = 9 8:9378 0:3207 () 0:2823
log() = 0 0:0737 0:0513
0 =  4  3:9665 0:4396



































































Median ISE Estimated function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.3 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using logistic distributions (setting I), n = 500. Solid lines are the true
functions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the
three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:25), (0:3125; 0:25) and


































































Median ISE Estimated function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.4 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using logistic distributions (setting I), n = 1000. Solid lines are the true
functions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the
three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:25), (0:3125; 0:25) and
(0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Uniform covariates
are incorporated.
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Table 4.5 Simulation results using Gumbel distributions under three cases
(setting I), n = 500. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875),
(0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3750) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000.
Uniform covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  6  5:7505 0:2202 () 0:2435
1 = 9 8:9539 0:2626 () 1:0246
log() = 0 0:0958 0:0663
0 =  4  3:7372 0:6355
1 = 7 7:6173 1:0648
II 0 =  6  5:4817 0:2436 () 0:1736
1 = 9 8:9135 0:2779 () 0:6547
log() = 0 0:1374 0:0705
0 =  4  4:0339 0:7109
1 = 7 7:8762 1:1759
III 0 =  6  5:6973 0:2273 () 0:0775
1 = 9 8:9599 0:2678 () 0:5681
log() = 0 0:1323 0:0715
0 =  4  3:9601 0:6959
1 = 7 7:7849 1:1237
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Table 4.6 Simulation results using Gumbel distributions under three cases
(setting I), n = 1000. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875),
(0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3750) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000.
Uniform covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  6  5:7025 0:1582 () 0:1208
1 = 9 8:9384 0:1876 () 0:6262
log() = 0 0:1299 0:0480
0 =  4  3:6597 0:4277
1 = 7 7:5260 0:7213
II 0 =  6  5:4726 0:1677 () 0:1433
1 = 9 8:9205 0:1856 () 0:3604
log() = 0 0:1538 0:0505
0 =  4  3:9709 0:5014
1 = 7 7:7636 0:7767
III 0 =  6  5:6864 0:1618 () 0:0389
1 = 9 8:9608 0:1848 () 0:2769
log() = 0 0:1426 0:0486
0 =  4  3:8779 0:4676































































Median ISE Estimated function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.5 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using Gumbel distributions (setting I), n = 500. Solid lines are the true
functions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the
three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125)









































































Median ISE Estimated function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.6 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using Gumbel distributions (setting I), n = 1000. Solid lines are the true
functions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the
three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125)
and (0:5; 0:3750) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Uniform covari-
ates are incorporated.
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Next, we change the simulation setting and denote it to be setting II. We set the
number of subjects to be n = 500:We simulate covariates Ui from uniform(0; 1) and
Xi, Zi, Mi, Ni from multivariate normal distributions shown below respectively.
X and M follow standard normal distributions respectively. Z = (Z0; Z1; Z2)
T
with Z0  1, and (Z1; Z2)T follows a bivariate normal distribution with mean zeros
and covariance matrix (ij)22 with ij = (0:5)ji jj. N follows likewise. We also
change the varying-coecient functions. Others remain the same. In the following,
we consider three model specications.
Case I: (U) = 1:5 cos (2U) + 1:5 and (U) = 1:5 sin (2U) + 1:5:  =
( 5; 2; 6)T ,  = ( 3; 2; 4)T , log() = 0, i.e.  = 1.
Case II: (U) =  3U3 + 3 and (U) = 3U3:  = ( 5; 2; 6)T ,  = ( 3; 2; 4)T ,
log() = 0.
Case III: (U) = 0:4(exp 2(1  U)   1) and (U) = 0:4(exp(2U)   1):  =
( 5; 2; 6)T ,  = ( 3; 2; 4)T , log() = 0.
Case I considers trigonometric functions which are periodic with oscillations.
Case II considers cubic polynomial functions. Case III considers exponential func-
tions which are typically nonlinear. For constant parameters, positive numbers
stand for increasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates and negative
numbers stand for decreasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates.
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The estimated parameters based on 1000 simulations are shown in Table 4.7,
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 along with standard deviations (Std Dev). The esti-
mates of parameters are close to the true values under three cases. The intercept
parameters 0 and 0 have larger variance. This may due to the less accurate
the varying-coecient estimates. The median integrated squared errors (ISE) for
nonparametric estimates over 1000 simulations are also provided. Figure 4.7, Fig-
ure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the estimates with a median numeric performance.
The estimated curves appear close to the true functions.
The overall performance of our computation methods is indeed satisfactory,
judging from these empirical results. Both the constant parameter estimates and
varying-coecient estimates for the location-scale part are better than those for the
cure rate part since the survival time outcomes provide relatively more information
and may be easier to t with regression models than discrete binary outcomes.
There are noticeable biases for varying-coecient estimates near the boundary.
This may due to the boundary eect of kernel smoothing methods. Comparing
with simulations of setting I, the results are better. The less oscillated varying-
coecient functions in setting II are easier to estimate, and constant parameter





































































Median ISE Estimated Function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.7 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using normal distributions (setting II). Solid lines are the true functions
and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the three
cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and






































































Median ISE Estimated Function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.8 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using logistic distributions (setting II). Solid lines are the true functions
and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the three cases.
The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1875; 0:1875), (0:3750; 0:3125) and




































































Median ISE Estimated Function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.9 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000 sim-
ulations using Gumbel distributions (setting II). Solid lines are the true func-
tions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the three
cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and
(0:5; 0:3750) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Normal covariates
are incorporated.
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Table 4.7 Simulation results using normal distributions under three cases (set-
ting II). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and
(0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Normal covariates
are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  5  4:7979 0:0933 () 0:0869
1 = 2 2:0039 0:1152 () 0:3435
2 = 6 6:0057 0:1136
log() = 0  0:0605 0:0772
0 =  3  3:1230 0:4759
1 = 2 2:0115 0:4046
2 = 4 4:0733 0:6526
II 0 =  5  4:7976 0:1010 () 0:0372
1 = 2 2:0047 0:1154 () 0:1915
2 = 6 6:0069 0:1080
log() = 0  0:0225 0:0707
0 =  3  3:1857 0:4854
1 = 2 2:0763 0:4199
2 = 4 4:1336 0:6679
III 0 =  5  4:7966 0:0962 () 0:0269
1 = 2 2:0026 0:1121 () 0:1922
2 = 6 6:0070 0:1155
log() = 0  0:0158 0:0700
0 =  3  3:1723 0:4936
1 = 2 2:0450 0:4092
2 = 4 4:1141 0:6960
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Table 4.8 Simulation results using logistic distributions under three cases (set-
ting II). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1875; 0:1875), (0:3750; 0:3125)
and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Normal covari-
ates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  5  4:6336 0:1707 () 0:1551
1 = 2 2:0089 0:1943 () 0:3384
2 = 6 6:0229 0:2001
log() = 0  0:0113 0:0854
0 =  3  3:0989 0:4574
1 = 2 2:0252 0:3997
2 = 4 4:0461 0:6454
II 0 =  5  4:6313 0:1789 () 0:0887
1 = 2 2:0111 0:1900 () 0:2058
2 = 6 6:0137 0:1899
log() = 0 0:0057 0:0857
0 =  3  3:1711 0:4921
1 = 2 2:0933 0:4290
2 = 4 4:1875 0:6948
III 0 =  5  4:6383 0:1656 () 0:0709
1 = 2 2:0081 0:1985 () 0:2010
2 = 6 6:0296 0:1927
log() = 0 0:0108 0:0858
0 =  3  3:1419 0:4995
1 = 2 2:0664 0:4310
2 = 4 4:1500 0:7037
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Table 4.9 Simulation results using Gumbel distributions under three cases (set-
ting II). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and
(0:5; 0:3750) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Normal covariates
are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  5  4:7528 0:1097 () 0:1025
1 = 2 2:0014 0:1227 () 0:3572
2 = 6 6:0064 0:1169
log() = 0  0:0028 0:0858
0 =  3  3:0598 0:4609
1 = 2 2:0286 0:4107
2 = 4 4:0193 0:6455
II 0 =  5  4:7610 0:1087 () 0:0381
1 = 2 2:0032 0:1166 () 0:2000
2 = 6 6:0036 0:1124
log() = 0 0:0381 0:0858
0 =  3  3:1327 0:4992
1 = 2 2:0720 0:4052
2 = 4 4:1482 0:6867
III 0 =  5  4:7576 0:1099 () 0:0295
1 = 2 2:0009 0:1181 () 0:1665
2 = 6 6:0101 0:1148
log() = 0 0:0494 0:0854
0 =  3  3:1300 0:4697
1 = 2 2:0566 0:4088
2 = 4 4:1357 0:6765
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We move on to another simulation setting and denote it to be setting III. We
still set the number of subjects to be n = 500: We simulate covariates Ui from
uniform(0; 1) and Xi, Zi, Mi, Ni from a combination of independent multivariate
normal distributions and uniform distributions shown below respectively. X and
M follow standard normal distributions respectively. Z = (Z0; Z1; Z2; Z3; Z4)
T
with Z0  1, (Z1; Z2)T following a bivariate normal distribution with mean zeros
and covariance matrix (ij)22 with ij = (0:5)ji jj and Z3, Z4 from uniform(0; 1).
N follows likewise. We also change the varying-coecients functions. For a sus-
ceptible observation, the right-hand end as Ri = iti with probability 0:5 instead of
0:75, and Ri =1 with probability 0:5 instead of 0:25 in previous settings. Others
remain the same. In the following, we consider three model specications.
Case I: (U) = 1:5 sin (2U) + 1:5 and (U) = 1:5 cos (2U) + 1:5:  =
( 5; 3; 5; 1; 7)T ,  = ( 4; 1; 4; 2; 6)T , log() = 0, i.e.  = 1.
Case II: (U) = 3U3 and (U) =  3U3 + 3:  = ( 5; 3; 5; 1; 7)T ,  =
( 4; 1; 4; 2; 6)T , log() = 0.
Case III: (U) = 0:4(exp(2U)   1) and (U) = 0:4(exp 2(1  U)   1):  =
( 5; 3; 5; 1; 7)T ,  = ( 4; 1; 4; 2; 6)T , log() = 0.
Case I considers trigonometric functions which are periodic with oscillations.
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Case II considers cubic polynomial functions. Case III considers exponential func-
tions which are typically nonlinear. For constant parameters, positive numbers
stand for increasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates and negative
numbers stand for decreasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates.
The estimated parameters based on 1000 simulations are shown in Table 4.10,
Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 along with standard deviations (Std Dev). The estimates
of parameters are satisfactory under three cases. The median integrated squared
errors (ISE) for nonparametric estimates over 1000 simulations are also provided.
Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the estimates with a median numeric
performance. The estimated curves appear close to the true functions. However,
because of the ratio of right censoring of susceptible observations increases form
0:25 to 0:5. There are more divergent cases and the estimates have larger variation.
The overall performance of our computation methods is indeed satisfactory,
judging from these empirical results. Both the constant parameter estimates and
varying-coecient estimates for the location-scale part are better than those for the
cure rate part since the survival time outcomes provide relatively more information
and may be easier to t with regression models than discrete binary outcomes.
There are noticeable biases for varying-coecient estimates near the boundary.
This may due to the boundary eect of kernel smoothing methods. Comparing with
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Table 4.10 Simulation results using normal distributions under three cases (set-
ting III). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125)
and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. A combination of
normal and uniform covariates is incorporated with a higher ratio of right censored
data.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  5  4:5910 0:3405 () 0:1279
1 =  3  3:0052 0:1699 () 0:4629
2 = 5 5:0044 0:2173
3 =  1  1:0103 0:4084
4 = 7 6:9959 0:4692
log() = 0  0:0668 0:0985
0 =  4  4:3230 0:9103
1 =  1  0:9741 0:3380
2 = 4 3:8380 0:7176
3 =  2  1:9273 0:9252
4 = 6 5:7651 1:3331
II 0 =  5  4:5795 0:2861 () 0:0411
1 =  3  3:0077 0:1284 () 0:3723
2 = 5 5:0109 0:1291
3 =  1  1:0022 0:3821
4 = 7 7:0065 0:3798
log() = 0  0:0041 0:0868
0 =  4  4:3118 0:9088
1 =  1  0:9379 0:3341
2 = 4 3:8311 0:7026
3 =  2  1:9437 0:9183
4 = 6 5:7730 1:3248
III 0 =  5  4:5938 0:3008 () 0:0355
1 =  3  3:0110 0:1376 () 0:2095
2 = 5 5:0141 0:1289
3 =  1  1:0065 0:4032
4 = 7 7:0261 0:3793
log() = 0  0:0014 0:0871
0 =  4  4:3937 0:9167
1 =  1  0:9834 0:3306
2 = 4 3:9207 0:7494
3 =  2  1:9598 0:9202







































































Median ISE Estimated Function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.10 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000
simulations using normal distributions (setting III). Solid lines are the true func-
tions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the three
cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and
(0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. A combination of
normal and uniform covariates is incorporated with a higher ratio of right censored
data.
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Table 4.11 Simulation results using logistic distributions under three cases (set-
ting III). The optimal bandwidths (0:1; 0:25), (0:3750; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3125)
respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. A combination of normal and
uniform covariates is incorporated with a higher ratio of right censored data.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  5  4:2777 0:5669 () 0:3878
1 =  3  3:0147 0:2454 () 0:4354
2 = 5 5:0163 0:2388
3 =  1  0:9674 0:7227
4 = 7 7:0279 0:7146
log() = 0  0:0321 0:1104
0 =  4  4:1888 0:9353
1 =  1  0:9459 0:3378
2 = 4 3:7911 0:7594
3 =  2  1:9569 0:9701
4 = 6 5:7096 1:3879
II 0 =  5  4:2477 0:5461 () 0:1054
1 =  3  3:0209 0:2353 () 0:3631
2 = 5 5:0169 0:2177
3 =  1  0:9761 0:7363
4 = 7 7:0451 0:6682
log() = 0 0:0354 0:1064
0 =  4  4:1568 0:8590
1 =  1  0:9442 0:3305
2 = 4 3:7294 0:7143
3 =  2  1:8569 0:9433
4 = 6 5:6025 1:2814
III 0 =  5  4:2641 0:5613 () 0:0897
1 =  3  3:0137 0:2353 () 0:2417
2 = 5 5:0280 0:2350
3 =  1  0:9725 0:6881
4 = 7 7:0752 0:6915
log() = 0 0:0342 0:1047
0 =  4  4:3455 0:9346
1 =  1  0:9712 0:3516
2 = 4 3:9333 0:7993
3 =  2  1:9624 0:9885





































































Median ISE Estimated Function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.11 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000
simulations using logistic distributions (setting III). Solid lines are the true func-
tions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the three
cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:25), (0:3750; 0:3125) and
(0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. A combination of
normal and uniform covariates is incorporated with a higher ratio of right censored
data.
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Table 4.12 Simulation results using Gumbel distributions under three cases (set-
ting III). The optimal bandwidths (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3750)
respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. A combination of normal and
uniform covariates is incorporated with a higher ratio of right censored data.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
I 0 =  5  4:5346 0:3185 () 0:1533
1 =  3  2:9970 0:1485 () 0:4845
2 = 5 5:0073 0:1438
3 =  1  0:9908 0:4198
4 = 7 7:0003 0:4322
log() = 0 0:0592 0:1082
0 =  4  4:1027 0:8930
1 =  1  0:9138 0:3206
2 = 4 3:6859 0:6843
3 =  2  1:8732 0:9308
4 = 6 5:5464 1:2605
II 0 =  5  4:4980 0:3383 () 0:0458
1 =  3  3:0083 0:1381 () 0:4085
2 = 5 5:0059 0:1399
3 =  1  1:0009 0:4276
4 = 7 7:0099 0:4259
log() = 0 0:1472 0:0995
0 =  4  4:1524 0:9831
1 =  1  0:9408 0:3718
2 = 4 3:7691 0:7734
3 =  2  1:9288 0:9689
4 = 6 5:6985 1:4154
III 0 =  5  4:4983 0:3494 () 0:0392
1 =  3  3:0059 0:1370 () 0:1979
2 = 5 5:0054 0:1410
3 =  1  1:0228 0:4320
4 = 7 7:0303 0:4221
log() = 0 0:1428 0:1088
0 =  4  4:2643 0:9235
1 =  1  1:0031 0:3626
2 = 4 3:9291 0:7993
3 =  2  2:0364 0:9272





































































Median ISE Estimated Function γ(⋅)
Figure 4.12 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000
simulations using Gumbel distributions (setting III). Solid lines are the true func-
tions and dashed lines are the estimates. The three rows correspond to the three
cases. The optimal bandwidths (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3750)
respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. A combination of normal and
uniform covariates is incorporated with a higher ratio of right censored data.
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simulations of setting II, the results are worse. Constant parameter estimates are
better for the normally distributed covariates. There are more divergent estimates
in the simulations. Our estimation method performs better for a higher ratio of
interval censored data to right censored data.
Next is setting IV. We still set the number of subjects to be n = 500: We
simulate covariates Ui from uniform(0; 1) and Xi, Zi,Mi, Ni from a combination
of independent multivariate normal distributions and uniform distributions shown
below respectively. X = (X0; X1)
T with X0  1 and X1 from uniform(0; 1). M
follows likewise. Z = (Z1; Z2; Z3; Z4)
T with (Z1; Z2)
T following a bivariate normal
distribution with mean zeros and covariance matrix (ij)22 with ij = (0:5)ji jj
and Z3, Z4 from uniform(0; 1). N follows likewise. We also change the varying-
coecients functions. For a susceptible observation, the right-hand end as Ri = iti
with probability 0:75, and Ri =1 with probability 0:25. Others remain the same.
We consider the following model specication.
0(U) =  2  9U(1  U), 1(U) = 9U(1  U), 0(U) = 0:4 exp(2U)  5:4 and
1(U) = 0:4 exp(2 2U) 0:4:  = ( 2; 7; 3; 5)T ,  = ( 2; 5; 3; 6)T , log() = 0,
i.e.  = 1.
Quadratic polynomial functions are considered as varying-coecients for the
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location-scale part. Exponential functions which are typically nonlinear are con-
sidered as varying-coecients for the cure rate part. For constant parameters, pos-
itive numbers stand for increasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates
and negative numbers stand for decreasing trends with corresponding increasing
covariates.
The estimated parameters based on 1000 simulations are shown in Table 4.13
along with standard deviations (Std Dev). The estimates of parameters are satis-
factory under three cases. The median integrated squared errors (ISE) for nonpara-
metric estimates over 1000 simulations are also provided. Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14
and Figure 4.15 show the estimates with a median numeric performance. The
estimated curves appear less close to the true functions than those in previous
settings.
The overall performance of our computation methods is satisfactory, judging
from these empirical results. Both the constant parameter estimates and varying-
coecient estimates for the location-scale part are better than those for the cure
rate part since the survival time outcomes provide relatively more information and
may be easier to t with regression models than discrete binary outcomes. There
are noticeable biases for varying-coecient estimates near the boundary. This
may due to the boundary eect of kernel smoothing methods. Constant parameter
estimates are in accordance with previous results. They are better for the normally
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distributed covariates. Comparing with simulations of setting II and III, the results
for varying-coecient estimates are worse. There are more divergent estimates in
the simulations using logistic distributions.
Table 4.13 Simulation results using normal, logistic and Gumbel distri-
butions(setting IV). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:3125; 0:5),
(0:3125; 0:5) and (0:3125; 0:5) respectively for three cases with replicates 1000. Two
dimensional varying-coecients are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Distribution Parameters Mean Std Dev Functions Median ISE
Normal 1 =  2  1:9957 0:1110 0() 0:6800
2 = 7 7:0021 0:1107 1() 0:3222
3 =  3  3:4148 0:3369 0() 1:3798
4 = 5 4:6045 0:3367 1() 1:2146
log() = 0  0:0140 0:0700
1 =  2  1:9137 0:3481
2 = 5 4:7925 0:6633
3 =  3  3:4257 0:8676
4 = 6 5:2273 1:0094
Logistic 1 =  2  1:9913 0:1976 0() 0:6776
2 = 7 7:0103 0:1877 1() 0:7612
3 =  3  3:0978 0:5598 0() 1:1490
4 = 5 4:8579 0:5467 1() 1:3379
log() = 0  0:0176 0:0814
1 =  2  2:0314 0:4124
2 = 5 5:0928 0:8134
3 =  3  3:3825 0:9409
4 = 6 5:8144 1:3251
Gumbel 1 =  2  1:9978 0:1156 0() 0:4927
2 = 7 6:9994 0:1178 1() 0:3590
3 =  3  3:2449 0:3413 0() 1:4384
4 = 5 4:7590 0:3356 1() 1:3960
log() = 0 0:0426 0:0828
1 =  2  1:9892 0:4018
2 = 5 4:9845 0:8039
3 =  3  3:3042 0:9129
4 = 6 5:6637 1:2761
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Median ISE Estimated function α1(⋅)
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Median ISE Estimated function γ1(⋅)
Figure 4.13 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000
simulations using normal distributions (setting IV). Solid lines are the true func-
tions and dashed lines are the estimates. The two rows correspond to the two
parts. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) is (0:3125; 0:5) with replicates 1000.
Two dimensional varying-coecients are incorporated.
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Median ISE Estimated function γ1(⋅)
Figure 4.14 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000
simulations using logistic distributions (setting IV). Solid lines are the true func-
tions and dashed lines are the estimates. The two rows correspond to the two
parts. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) is (0:3125; 0:5) with replicates 1000.
Two dimensional varying-coecients are incorporated.
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Median ISE Estimated function γ1(⋅)
Figure 4.15 Estimated varying-coecients with median performance in 1000
simulations using Gumbel distributions (setting IV). Solid lines are the true func-
tions and dashed lines are the estimates. The two rows correspond to the two
parts. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) is (0:3125; 0:5) with replicates 1000.
Two dimensional varying-coecients are incorporated.
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We come to the last simulation setting and denote it to be setting V. It is a
limitation that our method is time consuming. Therefore, we did not implement
our resampling scheme in previous simulation settings. For setting V, we imple-
ment our resampling scheme. The number of resampling is 300. The number
of simulation replicates is 150. We set the number of subjects to be n = 500:
We simulate covariates Ui from uniform(0; 1). X is from an independent stan-
dard normal distribution. M follows likewise. Z = (Z1; Z2)
T following a bi-
variate normal distribution with mean zeros and covariance matrix (ij)22 with
ij = (0:5)
ji jj. N follows likewise. The binary cure indicator is generated on the
basis of pi = [1 + expf(Ui)Mi + Nig] 1. For a cured observation, we simulate
Li from a truncated exponential distribution exp(0:5) with an upper bound 7 and
set Ri = 1: For a susceptible observation, we simulate its (unobservable) failure
time as ti which is generated from a location-scale model where the error distri-
bution F is a standard normal, logistic or Gumbel distribution and the mean of
log(t) is exp((Ui)Xi + Zi). We independently generate the left-hand end of the
censoring interval as Li = !iti, where !i  uniform(0:5; 1), and the right-hand end
as Ri = iti with probability 0:75, where i  uniform(1; 1:5), and Ri = 1 with
probability 0:25. In the following, we consider two model specications.
Case I: (U) = cos2(2U) and (U) = sin2(2U):  = ( 6; 9)T ,  = ( 2; 1)T ,
log() = 0.
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Case II: (U) = 4U(1   U) and (U) = 1   4U(1   U):  = ( 6; 9)T ,  =
( 2; 1)T , log() = 0.
Case III: (U) = 0:5(exp (1  U) 1) and (U) = 0:5(exp(U) 1):  = ( 6; 9)T ,
 = ( 2; 1)T , log() = 0.
Case I considers trigonometric functions which are periodic with oscillations.
Case II considers quadratic polynomial functions. Case III considers exponential
functions which are typically nonlinear. For constant parameters, positive numbers
stand for increasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates and negative
numbers stand for decreasing trends with corresponding increasing covariates.
The estimated parameters based on 150 simulations are shown in Table 4.14,
Table 4.15 and Table 4.16 along with standard deviations (Std Dev), standard er-
rors (SE) and coverage probability (CP), which is based on the 95% bias-corrected
condence intervals dened in DiCiccio and Eforn (1996). Mean absolute errors
(MAE) are also provided. The number of resampling is 300. The estimates of
parameters are all close to the true values under two cases. The median integrated
squared errors (MISE) and mean integrated absolute errors (MIAE) for nonpara-
metric estimates over 150 simulations are also provided. Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17







































































































Figure 4.16 Typical estimated varying-coecients in 150 simulations using nor-
mal distributions (setting V). Dotted lines are the true functions and three types
of dashed lines are the estimates under sample sizes 250,500 and 750, respectively.
The three rows correspond to the three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2)
are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases. Nor-






































































































Figure 4.17 Typical estimated varying-coecients in 150 simulations using lo-
gistic distributions (setting V). Dotted lines are the true functions and three types
of dashed lines are the estimates under sample sizes 250,500 and 750, respectively.
The three rows correspond to the three cases. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2)







































































































Figure 4.18 Typical estimated varying-coecients in 150 simulations using
Gumbel distributions (setting V). Dotted lines are the true functions and three
types of dashed lines are the estimates under sample sizes 250,500 and 750, re-
spectively. The three rows correspond to the three cases. The optimal band-
widths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125) and (0:5; 0:3750) respectively
for three cases. Normal covariates are incorporated.
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Table 4.14 Simulation results using normal distributions under three cases (set-
ting V). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125)
and (0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases. The number of replicates is 150. The
number of resampling is 300. Normal covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev SE SE=SD CP MAE FN MISE MIAE
I 1 =  6  5:9980 0:0866 0:0832 0:9607 0:9316 0:0684 () 0:0460 0:1736
2 = 9 8:9949 0:0857 0:0842 0:9822 0:9316 0:0682 () 0:1291 0:3032
log() = 0  0:0384 0:0562 0:0529 0:9402 0:8263 0:0547
1 =  2  1:8948 0:2737 0:2242 0:8193 0:8474 0:2391
2 = 1 0:9529 0:2160 0:1765 0:8171 0:8263 0:1727
II 1 =  6  5:9988 0:0835 0:0823 0:9858 0:9302 0:0679 () 0:0181 0:1191
2 = 9 8:9840 0:0807 0:0811 1:0046 0:9593 0:0654 () 0:0834 0:2278
log() = 0  0:0261 0:0558 0:0529 0:9481 0:9128 0:0483
1 =  2  1:8991 0:2488 0:2308 0:9275 0:8953 0:2140
2 = 1 0:9439 0:1845 0:1811 0:9817 0:9244 0:1514
III 1 =  6  5:9995 0:0891 0:0846 0:9491 0:9286 0:0713 () 0:0113 0:1009
2 = 9 8:9981 0:0879 0:0831 0:9452 0:9337 0:0688 () 0:0674 0:2182
log() = 0  0:0126 0:0548 0:0530 0:9656 0:9490 0:0448
1 =  2  1:8942 0:2440 0:2300 0:9425 0:9031 0:2177
2 = 1 0:9445 0:1876 0:1819 0:9694 0:9286 0:1516
The overall performance of our computation methods is satisfactory, judging
from these empirical results. Both the constant parameter estimates and varying-
coecient estimates for the location-scale part are better than those for the cure
rate part since the survival time outcomes provide relatively more information and
may be easier to t with regression models than discrete binary outcomes. There
are noticeable biases for varying-coecient estimates near the boundary. This
may due to the boundary eect of kernel smoothing methods. We also present
estimated functions under dierent sample sizes and the performance improves as
sample size grows. Constant parameter and varying-coecient estimates are better
than previous results. This may due to that setting V is without intercepts. The
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Table 4.15 Simulation results using logistic distributions under three cases (set-
ting V). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:25), (0:3125; 0:3125) and
(0:5; 0:3125) respectively for three cases. The number of replicates is 150. The
number of resampling is 300. Normal covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev SE SE=SD CP MAE FN MISE MIAE
I 1 =  6  5:9829 0:1514 0:1493 0:9863 0:9200 0:0684 () 0:0532 0:3043
2 = 9 9:0047 0:1396 0:1509 1:0811 0:9680 0:0682 () 0:3043 0:3046
log() = 0  0:0259 0:0616 0:0638 1:0357 0:9280 0:0547
1 =  2  1:8543 0:2487 0:2244 0:9023 0:9040 0:2391
2 = 1 0:9313 0:1804 0:1782 0:9882 0:9200 0:1727
II 1 =  6  6:0004 0:1439 0:1484 1:0314 0:9597 0:1150 () 0:0570 0:1991
2 = 9 8:9924 0:1489 0:1448 0:9724 0:9329 0:1126 () 0:0894 0:2443
log() = 0  0:0115 0:0627 0:0637 1:0159 0:9396 0:0511
1 =  2  1:8565 0:2509 0:2314 0:9223 0:9060 0:2360
2 = 1 0:9305 0:1996 0:1826 0:9146 0:8993 0:1744
III 1 =  6  6:0145 0:1495 0:1475 0:9491 0:9286 0:1208 () 0:0368 0:1630
2 = 9 9:0004 0:1431 0:1471 0:9452 0:9337 0:1105 () 0:0645 0:2155
log() = 0  0:0052 0:0664 0:0634 0:9656 0:9490 0:0547
1 =  2  1:9048 0:2416 0:2351 0:9425 0:9031 0:2087
2 = 1 0:9565 0:2063 0:1848 0:9694 0:9286 0:1615
coverage probabilities of cure rate part constant parameters are better than those
of location-scale part constant parameters. For varying-coecients with many
oscillations like case I, our results are worse.
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Table 4.16 Simulation results using logistic distributions under three cases (set-
ting V). The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1; 0:1875), (0:3125; 0:3125)
and (0:5; 0:3750) respectively for three cases. The number of replicates is 150. The
number of resampling is 300. Normal covariates are incorporated.
Constant Coecients Varying-coecients
Cases Parameters Mean Std Dev SE SE=SD CP MAE FN MISE MIAE
I 1 =  6  6:0045 0:0997 0:0869 0:8715 0:9322 0:0744 () 0:0599 0:1886
2 = 9 8:9933 0:0941 0:0878 0:9336 0:9237 0:0729 () 0:1243 0:3066
log() = 0  0:0207 0:0697 0:0605 0:8674 0:8983 0:0597
1 =  2  1:8550 0:2650 0:2261 0:8532 0:8644 0:2547
2 = 1 0:9091 0:2048 0:1790 0:8741 0:8559 0:1793
II 1 =  6  6:0028 0:0953 0:0831 0:8721 0:8805 0:0760 () 0:0255 0:1367
2 = 9 9:0011 0:0883 0:0849 0:9617 0:9245 0:0684 () 0:0775 0:2405
log() = 0 0:0028 0:0560 0:0581 1:0378 0:9497 0:0450
1 =  2  1:8933 0:2697 0:2340 0:8677 0:8491 0:2323
2 = 1 0:9497 0:2090 0:1835 0:8778 0:8994 0:1746
III 1 =  6  5:9984 0:0918 0:0837 0:9110 0:9259 0:0731 () 0:0139 0:1003
2 = 9 8:9964 0:0855 0:0841 0:9827 0:9524 0:0670 () 0:0607 0:2008
log() = 0 0:0039 0:0565 0:0581 1:0277 0:9259 0:0449
1 =  2  1:9281 0:2427 0:2399 0:9881 0:9312 0:2037
2 = 1 0:9653 0:1870 0:1871 1:0001 0:9153 0:1537
4.2 Data analysis
4.2.1 Data and statistical models
We now return to the HDSD. The whole data set contains 549 observations, of
which 124 were interval censored and the rest were right censored. One record with
missing measurements was removed. The response of interest is the time to onset
of grade IV VGE and covariates of interest are AGE, SEX, TR360, NOADYN and
BMI:
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AGE| the age of participants.
SEX| male is coded as 1 and female is coded as 0.
TR360| a measure of decompression stress, the ratio of the partial pressure of
nitrogen to ambient pressure at the nal altitude, and has a range (1:040; 1:890)
with mean 1:637 and standard deviation 0:227.
NOADYN| the indicator of whether the test subject was ambulatory (NOA-
DYN=1) or lower body adynamic (NOADYN=0) during the test.
BMI| body mass index calculated by mass(kg)
(height(m))2
with the range (16:042; 31:404).
For more details, one may refer to Conkin and Powell (2001) and Thompson and
Chhikara (2003).
We apply two models under three location-scale distributions: normal, logistic
and Gumbel distributions.
Model 1. To compare the results with previous parametric regression analysis,
we rst use a similar model to that used in Li and Ma (2010). In the two-part




1 + exp f (MTi (Ui))g
where Ui =
BMIi min(BMI)
max(BMI) min(BMI) andMi incorporates the intercept, AGE and SEX.
We assume that a susceptible subject Ti follows a log location-scale distribution
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such that





where  is the standard location-scale CDF including the standard normal, loca-
tion and Gumbel CDF, Xi incorporates only an intercept and Zi includes TR360,
NOADYN and the interaction eect between TR360 and NOADYN. Li and Ma
(2010) have a similar covariate structure in the two parts except that all coecients
are treated as constant.
We applied our methods to t the above model. Cross-validation was used
for bandwidth selection. After estimating the regression parameters, we used the
resampling scheme in Section 3.2 with 500 re-samples.
Model 2. To make the choice of model form more objective, we consider a
model selection method based on the BIC described in Section 3.3.2.
Simplied parametric models To facilitate interpretation, we also obtain
results for a simplied parametric model for Model 1 and Model 2 with BMI treated
as a covariate interacting with other covariates. We code the continuous BMI into
three nominal levels of equal number of subjects by using empirical distribution
quantiles. Such a categorization practice for continuous variable has been widely
conducted in epidemiology studies (Teucher et al. (2010), Corrada et al. (2006)).
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Model checking. One should not conclude a regression analysis without a
thorough check of model assumptions. Specically, we need to check the appropri-
ateness of the selected distribution.
We rst consider the distribution assumption by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) test and Cramer-von Mises (CV) test. These two well-known goodness-of-t








where S(t) is the estimated survival function under the semi-parametric model
averaged across all covariates at time t in the original data. The reference distri-
bution S0(t) is the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) which
summarizes the survival pattern of the data without any distribution assump-
tion. KS and CV tests for lifetime data appear in many studies (see, for example,
D'Agostino and Stephens (1986)). We employed the bootstrap method to simulate
data from the null distribution with a bootstrap sample size B=1000 and used the
bootstrap samples to rebuild the KS and CV tests. The proportions of bootstrap
test statistics greater than the observed test statistics are reported as the test
P-values.
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4.2.2 Normal distribution
The estimation results for parameters of Model 1 are shown in Table 4.17. Us-
ing normal distribution, we found hopt1 = 0:1875 and hopt2 = 0:25. The main eect
of TR360 is not signicant, while those of NOADYN and the interaction eect are
signicant. The status of NOADYN thus has a predictive eect on how long the
outcome takes to arrive and its eect on the survival time varies at dierent levels
of TR360. The nonparametric estimates for varying-coecients are shown in Fig-
ure 4.19. The intercept function  remain positive over the range of U , indicating
the expected log-lifetime when all covariates are zero. The functional coecients
for the cure rate model suggest that both AGE and SEX have a positive eect:
being male and older tends to increase the risk of developing grade IV VGE. All
these agree with previously published results. One interesting observation from
tting the semiparametric model is that the coecient for SEX is clearly an in-
creasing function of BMI, indicating that the gender dierence changes remarkably
with BMI: When the standardized BMI moves from 0.4 to 0.6, the log odds ratio of
invoking the disease rises from 2 to 4. Such a functional eect can only be captured
by a nonparametric method.
The results of a simplied parametric model are given in Table 4.18. The
eects of BMI for the survival part are estimated to be two positive coecients
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0.3770 and 0.4040 for two categories relative to the reference category, indicating
an increasing eect. This agrees with the estimated function in the upper left panel
of Figure 4.19. Similarly the main eects of BMI for the binary response part are
estimated to be two negative coecients, indicating a decreasing pattern identical
to that in the upper right panel of Figure 4.19. The interaction eects between BMI
and other covariates can be similarly interpreted and we nd agreement between
the semiparametric model and the parametric model.
Table 4.17 Estimation results for Models 1 & 2 using normal distributions.
The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2)
are (0:125; 0:3125) and (0:125; 0:3125) for Model 1 & 2 respectively.
Model 1
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 TR360  0:3919 0:2388 0:1007
NOADYN 5:9306 0:9789 < 1e 4
TR360*NOADYN  4:1836 0:6131 < 1e 4
log  0:1909 0:1161 0:1001
 1:2103 0:1428 < 1e 4
Model 2
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 Intercept 1:3017 0:5997 0:0200
log  0:2376 0:1813 0:1898
 1:2683 0:2008 < 1e 4
Following our model selection algorithm, we arrived at a model with only an
intercept term in the survival part as a constant parameter, and all others are
varying-coecients. We denote it to be Model 2. Fitting this model, we chose the
optimal bandwidths to be hopt1 = 0:125, hopt2 = 0:3125 under cross-validation. The
resampling method was implemented with 500 samples to estimate the standard
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Table 4.18 Estimation results for corresponding parametric Models 1 & 2 using
normal distributions.
Model 1
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 Intercept 0:9030 1:7060 0:5968
TR360 0:5668 1:0108 0:5752
NOADYN 7:3520 1:9889 0:0002
TR360*NOADYN  5:0359 1:1964 < 1e 4
BMI1 0:3842 0:3630 0:2903
BMI2 0:4199 0:3607 0:2448
 1:2039 0:1635 < 1e 4
 Intercept  0:04187 1:7219 0:9806
AGE  0:03006 0:04615 0:5151
SEX 1:1788 0:6180 0:0570
BMI1  6:4875 3:2095 0:0437
BMI2  7:0082 10:6633 0:5113
AGE*BMI1 0:1891 0:08881 0:0336
AGE*BMI2 0:08602 0:06862 0:2105
SEX*BMI1 0:6858 1:1623 0:5554
SEX*BMI2 4:5465 10:4230 0:6629
Model 2
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 Intercept 0:4007 2:7435 0:8839
TR360 1:0067 1:6883 0:5512
NOADYN 7:8219 3:0956 0:0118
TR360*NOADYN  5:5995 1:9210 0:0037
BMI1 114:97 1:2544 < 1e 4
BMI2  0:2012 3:4736 0:9538
TR360*BMI1  62:3346 0:9310 < 1e 4
TR360*BMI2 0:01845 2:1172 0:9931
NOADYN*BMI1  114:09 1:1835 < 1e 4
NOADYN*BMI2  1:0239 3:9845 0:7973
TR360*NOADYN*BMI1 62:0545 1:0341 < 1e 4
TR360*NOADYN*BMI2 1:0288 2:4352 0:6729
 1:0772 0:1383 < 1e 4
 Intercept  0:4472 1:4864 0:7636
AGE  0:02089 0:04043 0:6056
SEX 1:0976 0:5866 0:0619
BMI1  5:6692 2:4425 0:0207
BMI2  130:18 0:9137 < 1e 4
AGE*BMI1 0:1601 0:06568 0:0151
AGE*BMI2 0:07200 0:05812 0:2159
SEX*BMI1 0:6209 0:9860 0:5291
SEX*BMI2 128:08 0:9137 < 1e 4
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Figure 4.19 Estimated varying-coecients using normal distributions in Model
1 for HDSD. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1875; 0:25).
errors. The estimation results of the parameters are shown in Table 4.17 and
those for functions are shown in Figure 4.20. From the graphs in Figure 4.20, it
may be observed that the coecients all display nonlinear patterns that cannot
be easily characterized with a parametric model. Such results may lead to similar
conclusions about covariate eects on failure risk and failure time.
The tted results for the corresponding parametric model are also given in
Table 4.18. We may interpret these results similarly.
We conducted KS and CV tests for model checking. For Model 1, the P-values
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for the KS and CV tests are not signicant (0.433 and 0.483), indicating that
our assumed normal distribution does not dier signicantly from the empirical
distribution of the data. For Model 2, we obtained similar non-signicant P-values
(0.533 and 0.488) from the KS and CV tests.
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Figure 4.20 Estimated varying-coecients using normal distributions in Model
2 for HDSD. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:125; 0:3125).
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4.2.3 Logistic distribution
The estimation results for the parameters in Model 1 are shown in Table 4.19.
The nonparametric estimates for varying-coecients are shown in Figure 4.22.
Using logistic distribution, we found hopt1 = 0:1875 and hopt2 = 0:375. The
main eect of TR360, the main eect of NOADYN and the interaction eects
are all signicant. Similar results to those of the normal distribution case were
obtained.
The tted results for the corresponding parametric model are given in Ta-
ble 4.20. We may interpret these results similarly as in the normal distribution
case.
Table 4.19 Estimation results for Models 1 using logistic distributions. The
optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1875; 0:375).
Model 1
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 TR360 0:4980 0:2400 0:0380
NOADYN 6:1031 1:0679 < 1e 4
TR360*NOADYN  4:2853 0:6546 < 1e 4
log   0:4267 0:1297 0:0010
 0:6526 0:0805 < 1e 4
Following our model selection algorithm, we arrived at the pure parametric
model. Therefore, no results for varying-coecient Model 2 are shown.
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Figure 4.21 Estimated varying-coecients using logistic distributions in Model
1 for HDSD. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1875; 0:375).
We conducted KS and CV tests for model checking. For Model 1, the P-values
for the KS and CV tests are (0.002 and 0.414). The P-value for the KS test is
questionable. In fact, almost all the bootstrap KS statistics are the same value.
This may be due to the numerical limitations and the estimates. However, the non-
signicant P-value of the CV test indicates that our assumed logistic distribution
does not dier signicantly from the empirical distribution of the data.
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Table 4.20 Estimation results for corresponding parametric Model 1 using lo-
gistic distributions.
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 Intercept 0:3770 1:6046 0:8143
TR360 0:7004 0:9546 0:4634
NOADYN 7:5688 1:8817 < 1e 4
TR360*NOADYN  5:1303 1:1337 < 1e 4
BMI1 0:3492 0:2784 0:2102
BMI2 0:4402 0:2891 0:1285
 0:5931 0:06966 < 1e 4
 Intercept  0:4263 1:4047 0:7617
AGE  0:02429 0:03844 0:5278
SEX 1:0906 0:5704 0:0564
BMI1  5:3529 2:3140 0:0211
BMI2  8:1584 25:1086 0:7454
AGE*BMI1 0:1563 0:06227 0:0124
AGE*BMI2 0:06986 0:05255 0:1843
SEX*BMI1 0:4316 0:9621 0:6539
SEX*BMI2 6:1330 25:0505 0:8067
4.2.4 Gumbel distribution
The estimation results for parameters in Model 1 are shown in Table 4.21. The
nonparametric estimates for varying-coecients are shown in Figure 4.22.
Using Gumbel distribution, we found hopt1 = 0:1875 and hopt2 = 0:375. The
main eect of TR360 is not signicant, while the main eect of NOADYN, and the
interaction eect are signicant. Similar results to those of the normal distribution
case were obtained.
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The tted results for the corresponding parametric model are given in Ta-
ble 4.22. We may interpret these results similarly as in the normal distribution
case.
Table 4.21 Estimation results for Models 1 using Gumbel distributions. The
optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1875; 0:375).
Model 1
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 TR360 0:5311 0:2876 0:0648
NOADYN 7:2980 1:0680 < 1e 4
TR360*NOADYN  5:0274 0:6919 < 1e 4
log  0:6321 0:0987 < 1e 4
 1:8816 0:1828 < 1e 4
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Figure 4.22 Estimated varying-coecients using Gumbel distributions in Model
1 for HDSD. The optimal bandwidths (hopt1; hopt2) are (0:1875; 0:375).
Following our model selection algorithm, we arrived at the pure parametric
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Table 4.22 Estimation results for corresponding parametric Model 1 using Gum-
bel distributions.
Parameter Covariate Estimate Standard error p-value
 Intercept 0:7858 1:6088 0:6254
TR360 0:5193 0:9634 0:5901
NOADYN 7:2751 1:8652 1e 4
TR360*NOADYN  4:9625 1:1239 < 1e 4
BMI1 0:2445 0:1997 0:2213
BMI2 0:3810 0:2140 0:0756
 0:6492 0:06247 < 1e 4
 Intercept  0:8573 1:2393 0:4894
AGE  0:01905 0:03386 0:5739
SEX 1:1280 0:5500 0:0407
BMI1  4:1268 1:8603 0:0269
BMI2  1:5895 2:4249 0:5124
AGE*BMI1 0:1237 0:04907 0:0120
AGE*BMI2 0:05386 0:04331 0:2141
SEX*BMI1 0:02707 0:8500 0:9746
SEX*BMI2  0:1102 1:9975 0:9560
model. Therefore, no results for varying-coecient Model 2 are shown.
We conducted KS and CV tests for model checking. For Model 1, the P-values
for the KS and CV tests are not signicant (0.479 and 0.446), indicating that
our assumed Gumbel distribution does not dier signicantly from the empirical
distribution of the data.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion and Further Research
Topics
5.1 Discussion
The use of nonparametric smoothing in regression analysis has a long history.
However, the application of such advanced tools to complicated survival data is less
frequent. In this thesis, we provide an endeavor to contribute a practical method-
ology to ll in any missing links. It is not dicult to transplant our procedure to
other types of survival data, such as competing risks and clustered and recurrent
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failure times. According to our research, exible semiparametric varying-coecient
models have never been applied to these areas. More eorts may be made in the
near future to ll in these blank.
5.2 Further research topics
5.2.1 Modelling survival times of non-cured subjects with
the inverse Gaussian distributions
One may consider modelling the location scale part with other distributions.
The inverse Gaussian distribution may be a good alternative. In Li and Lee (2011),
right censoring survival data are modeled under the inverse Gaussian distribution
using threshold regression with semi{parametric varying-coecients. We can apply
this approach to replace the location scale part. For pure parametric two-part
models with random eects proposed in Li and Ma (2010), the inverse Gaussian
distributions can be applied without much eort. Details are as follows.
The Winer process equipped with a positive initial value and certain mean and
variance parameters is a common process considered in practice. This process is
adequate in application since researchers have found that daily or hourly changes
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in patient health can be modeled by the bidirectional movements of the Winer
process (Lee and Whitmore (2006)). Suppose there is a boundary at the zero level
of the Winer process. It is shown that the inverse Gaussian distribution is the
rst hitting time (FHT) distribution of the process. More precisely to say that
the time required for the process to reach the zero level for the rst time has
an inverse Gaussian distribution if the mean parameter is negative so the process
tends to drift towards zero (Li and Lee (2011)). Therefore, we consider modelling
the survival times with the inverse Gaussian distributions.








g; y > 0;
where  is the reciprocal of the mean survival time and  is the so-called volatility
parameter.
Note that, for the cumulative distribution function of the inverse Gaussian
distribution, one can evaluate it using the following formula involving the cdf of

















where  denotes the standard normal distribution function (Whitmore (1983)).
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Follow the notations in Section 2.2. Denote (XTi ;Z
T
i )
T to be the covariates for
S0(tij). Using the generalized linear models under the inverse Gaussian distribution




i , we assume












Where Fi; is the cumulative distribution function of the inverse Gaussian dis-
tribution with parameter i and .  and () are the regression constant and
varying-coecients respectively.
Our proposed iterative algorithm in Section 2.3.2 may also be applied for esti-
mation involving modelling survival times of non-cured subjects with the inverse
Gaussian distributions.
In the information matrix calculations, The two moments of the residual lifetime
for inverse Gaussian can be evaluated by adopting the following famous formula
(Whitmore (1983)).
E(Y jY 2 (Li; Ri]) =
F ( 1
2iLi
)  F ( 1
2iRi
)




jY 2 (Li; Ri]) =  + 2iE(Y jY 2 (Li; Ri]) + 2
Rif(Ri)  Lif(Li)
F (Ri)  F (Li)
where f and F are the density and distribution functions for the inverse Gaussian
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distribution.
For the link function g(), one may use the identity link function which is
a conventional choice. One may also use other link functions like the log link
function in suitable situations.





is negative or zero which violates the condition for the inverse Gaussian distri-
bution that i must be positive. However, the inference procedures do not have
any diculties since in this case, the conditional random variable (tijti < 1) is
distributed as the inverse Gaussian distribution with  = jij, the absolute value
of ij, and . Suppose t  IG(; ). One may assume that the inverse Gaussian
distribution with  < 0 follows an improper form with the positive probability of
t =1.





; for  < 0:
In fact, this means the positive probability of being cured of immune. If the two
sets of covariates (M , N ) and (X, Z) have no overlap for the two-part model,
by using the identity link function for the inverse Gaussian distribution, the cure
probability related to (X, Z) is also modeled. Whitmore (1983) illustrated more
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details. It is interesting to compare these two models of cure probabilities. As
shown in Chapter 4, both the constant parameter estimates and varying-coecient
estimates for the location scale part are better than those for the cure rate part.
Maybe, purely using the inverse Gaussian distributions can have better estimation
results than those using the two-part model.
5.2.2 Bayesian two-part models with varying-coecients
using adaptive regression splines
Bayesian methods are applied to study HDSD under parametric models (Thomp-
son and Chhikara (2003)). Bayesian ideas can also be applied to varying-coecient
models resulting in, for example, Bayesian varying-coecient models using adap-
tive regression splines (Biller and Fahrmeir (2001)). Such models employ a fully
Bayesian B-spline basis function approach with adaptive knot selection. The num-
ber and location of knots and the B-spline coecients for each varying-coecients
are estimated simultaneously using reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling. This idea may also be applied for our two-part model pro-
posed in this thesis.
Follow the notations in Section 2.2. Each of the varying-coecients j1 for
j1 = 1;    ; p is dened to lie in the kj1-dimensional space of natural cubic splines.
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With a vector cj1 = (c

j11
;    ; cj1kj1 )




;    ; Bj1kj1 )
T of basis functions for the space of natural splines, each












() = ((B1 ())Tc1 ;    ; (Bp ())Tcp )T : (5.1)
Similarly, each of the varying-coecients j2 for j2 = 1;    ; r is dened to lie in the
kj2-dimensional space of natural cubic splines. With a vector c

j2
= (cj21;    ; cj2kj2 )
T
of unknown basis coecients and a vector Bj2 = (B

j21
;    ; Bj2kj2 )
T of basis func-












() = ((B1 ())Tc1 ;    ; (Br ())Tcr )T : (5.2)




(wj11;    ; wj1kj1 )




computed with a kj2 vector of knots w

j2
= (wj21;    ; wj2kj2 )
T from the support of
Ui. An appropriate choice is the B-spline basis with local support. See Biller and
Fahrmeir (2001) for more details.
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With the basis functions expansions for () and (), we have
S0(ti) = 1  F
(






1 + exp f (MTi ((B1 (Ui))Tc1 ;    ; (Br (Ui))Tcr )T +NTi )g
;
The shape and the smoothness of the splines 5.1 and 5.2 are determined by the
numbers kj1 , kj2 and the location of knots w

j1




wj2 are treated as unknown random variables and have to be estimated together
with the constant parameters in the two-part model.
For the joint estimation of the knots wj1 , w

j2
and the basis coecients cj1 , c

j2
dening the spline, we can dene the following hierarchical model. The number
kj1 , kj2 of knots are from some countable set and serves as model indicator. Each
value of kj1 or kj2 denes a model for the corresponding spline j1 or j2 that is
determined by parameters (wj1 , c

j1
) or (wj2 , c

j2
). In such an hierarchical model,
we can dene the model parameters vkj1
= ((wj1)
T ; (cj1)
T )T 2 R2kj1 , vkj2 =
((wj2)
T ; (cj2)
T )T 2 R2kj2 and combine them with the model indicator kj1 , kj2 to
give the parameters vj1 = (kj1 ; (v

kj1
)T )T of the spline j1 and v

j2




of the spline j2 . One may refer to Biller and Fahrmeir (2001) for more details
including the prior specication for each unknown parameter.
All parameters v1 ;   vp , v1 ;   vr , ,  and  are assumed to be pairwise
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independent and are combined to give the joint unknown parameter
v = (T ;T ; ;v1 ;   vp ;v1 ;   vr )T :
For the estimation of v we consider the joint posterior distribution









suppressing the covariates for ease of presentation. The factor p(L;R; jv) denotes
the likelihood of Li Ri and i for i = 1;    ; n.
Estimation of the unknown parameter v is done by sampling from the poste-
rior 5.3 using MCMC methods. They are based on sampling from a Markov chain
with the distribution of interest as its stationary limiting distribution. Therefore,
these methods avoid the necessity of a complete knowledge of the target distribu-
tion. This enables us to simulate from very complex distributions in hierarchical
Bayesian models such as the posterior 5.3.




have to be chosen. Moving for the birth and death of a knot and the
movement of a knot to another position is a solution. With the placement of the
knots given, the estimation of the remaining parameters cj1 , c

j2
, ,  and  can be
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done by standard MCMC technology for Bayesian parametric models. An iterative
reversible jump algorithm is introduced in the following steps:
Step 1. Update the constant parameters ,  and  using standard MCMC tech-
nology for Bayesian parametric models.
Step 2. Update the spline j1 one by one.
(a) Position change: move a given knot wj1;l to another position without
change in kj1 .
(b) Dimension change: birth or death of one knot wj1;l+1, that is, adding
or deleting a wj1;l+1 with changing kj1 by 1 and corresponding changes
in cj1 ; the choice between birth and death is done randomly.
(c) Update of basis coecients: update the basis coecients cj1 without
change in kj1 .
Step 3. Update the spline j2 one by one.
(a) Position change: move a given knot wj2;l to another position without
change in kj2 .
(b) Dimension change: birth or death of one knot wj2;l+1, that is, adding
or deleting a wj2;l+1 with changing kj2 by 1 and corresponding changes
in cj2 ; the choice between birth and death is done randomly.
(c) Update of basis coecients: update the basis coecients cj2 without
change in kj2 .
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Step 4. Repeat Steps 1, 2 and 3 until convergence.
Details of this algorithm is still under study. One may refer to Thompson and
Chhikara (2003), Biller and Fahrmeir (2001) and Gamerman (1997).
For model selection methods, the deviance information criterion (DIC), de-
ned by Spiegelhalter et al. (1998), and the conditional predictive ordinate (CPO)
statistics, illustrated in Sinha et al. (1999), are good choices.
The DIC consists of two terms. One represents goodness of t of the model
and the other is a penalty for increasing model complexity. The Bayesian deviance
is dened as
D(v) =  2 log p(L;R; jv) + 2 log f(L;R; ):
The above term 2 log f(L;R; ) is a constant for a given sample and cancels out
in all calculations that compare dierent models. Therefore, it does not need
to be known. The t of a corresponding model is summarized by the posterior
expectation of the deviance;
D = Evj(L;R;)[D]:
The complexity of a corresponding model is measured by the eective number of
parameters pD dened as the expected deviance minus the deviance evaluated at




Finally, DIC is dened as
DIC = D + pD
= D(v) + 2pD:
DIC is shown to be a natural generalization of Akaike's information criterion
(Spiegelhalter et al. (1998)). A lower value of DIC indicates a better tted model.
The CPO statistic is a Bayesian cross-validation approach. Given a model
M0, the CPO statistics is computed for each observation. It is dened as the
predictive probability of that observation given the remaining data, i.e. P (ti 2
(Li; Ri)jv;X;Z;M ;N ;M0). There is a Monte Carlo estimator of CPO using a
single MCMC sample from the posterior distribution (Chen et al. (2000)). A higher
value of CPO indicates a better t of the model to that observation. The sum of
the logs of the CPO values can be used for comparing several models.
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5.2.3 Two-part models with varying-coecients and ran-
dom eects
Random eects modelling is widely applied to longitudinal or grouped data.
HDSD can also be treated as a longitudinal dataset. In Xiang et al. (2011), the
mixture cure model with random eects for clustered interval-censored survival
data was studied. As with the research of Li and Ma (2010), random eects were
incorporated into both the cure rate part under the logistic regression and the
location scale regression components.
Assume N independent subjects from the same population and ni repeated
observations on the ith subject. The total number of observations is n =
PN
i=1 ni:
Firstly, for the jth observation on the ith subject, let pij denote the probability
of being susceptible. 1  pij 2 (0; 1) is the probability of being cured or immune.
Secondly, denote S0 to be the proper survivor function for susceptible subjects,
with S0(0) = 1 and S0(1) = 0: Denote T to be the event time of interest and t be
its observed value. Under the two-part-models, the survival function for the jth
failure time of the ith subject is
S(tij) = pijS0(tij) + 1  pij:




T to be the vector of covariates associated with pi. Under a




1 + exp f (MTij(Uij) +NTij + b1i)g
where () = (1();    ; r())T is an r-dimensional vector of unknown functions.
 = (1;    ; s)T is an s-dimensional vector of unknown parameters. And b1i is
the random eect that is common to observations taken on subject i.
We consider modeling the log survival times of non-cured subjects under the
location-scale family of distributions, and assume that






Here () = (1();    ; p())T is a p-dimensional vector of unknown functions,
and  = (1;    ; q)T is a q-dimensional vector of unknown parameters. And
b1i is the random eect that is common to observations taken on subject i. F
is a cumulative distribution function for a standardized location-scale distribution
where  > 0 is the scale parameter. The inverse Gaussian distribution can also be
applied here.
We further assume that bki and bki0 are independent for i 6= i0, k = 1; 2 and
conditionally on b2i, tij and tij0 are independent for j 6= j0: Let G(b1i; b2i) be the
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distribution function of bi = (b1i; b2i): We assume G(b1i; b2i) follows a bivariate







Consider tij, the unobservable event time for the jth observation on the ith
subject. Similarly in Section 2.2, under mixed case interval censoring, we can only
observe (Lij; Rij]. Let ij be the censoring indicator. Under mixed case interval
censoring, the log-likelihood for a single observation is
l
(;)
ij = i log fS(Li)  S(Ri)g+ (1  i) logS(Li)




















  log [1 + exp( MTij(Uij) NTij   b1i)]
Comparing it with l
(;)
ij dened in Section 2.2, the only dierence is that random
eects bi are incorporated. Since the random eects are unobservable, we con-
sider the maximum likelihood estimate that maximizes integrals in the following
marginal likelihood form.
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where  here denotes the covariance matrix assumed for bi.
Similarly, we can dene the corresponding kernel smoothed local marginal like-
lihoods and global marginal likelihoods with integrals involved. The combined













where Kh() = K(=h)=h for a kernel function K, h is a bandwidth and ~lij is similar
to that in Equation 2.2 with random eects bi are incorporated.
one can also dene the combined local marginal likelihood functions of the














where Kh1() = K(=h1)=h1 for a kernel function K, h1 is a bandwidth and ~l^ij is
similar to that in Equation 5.5 with random eects bi are incorporated.
one can dene the combined local marginal likelihood functions of the observed
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where Kh2() = K(=h2)=h2 for a kernel function K, h2 is a bandwidth and ~l^ij is
similar to that in Equation 5.6 with random eects bi are incorporated.
The global marginal likelihood is as follows.

















i is similar to that in Equation 2.3 with random eects bi are incorpo-
rated.
Our proposed iterative algorithm in Section 2.3.2 may also be applied for esti-
mation involving maximizing Equation 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.
The maximizers of the corresponding kernel smoothed local marginal likelihoods
and global marginal likelihoods do not have closed analytic forms. We propose to
use the adaptive Gaussian quadrature rules for numerically evaluating the integrals
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during maximization. Other approximations are also possible. Pinheiro and Bates
(1995) considered four dierent approximations to the log-likelihood function in
the nonlinear mixed eects model. Bos (2002) compared some marginal likelihood
computation methods.
It is quite challenging to incorporate both random eects and varying-coecients
into our two-part model to study longitudinal data sets as the model is much more
complicated. An ecient estimation procedure is needed. Bayesian methods and
the inverse Gaussian distributions may also be applied. Inference results are hard
to obtain even for pure parametric models. Bradley and Gart (1962) proved weak
consistency and asymptotic normality of MLE when the observations are sampled
form independently associated populations. Hoadley (1971) also proved some use-
ful results of the consistency and asymptotic normality. In Nie (2006), the author
established some more easily veriable conditions for the consistency of the MLE
in generalized linear and nonlinear random eects models. Nie (2007) discussed the
convergence rate of MLE in generalized linear and nonlinear mixed-eects models
in dierent situations. Ma (2010) proposed a semiparametric two-part model with
a Cox model to describe the event time for susceptible subjects and a logistic re-
gression to model the cure rate to study HDSD. Ma (2010) applied theorems in
Van der Vaart (1998) to prove strong consistency and asymptotic normality of the
semiparametric two-part model.
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5.2.4 Other topics
Based on our studies, the cure rate part estimate is more dicult than the
location-scale part estimate. Other methods to model the cure rate part instead
of using logistic regression in our model may be considered. Lopes and Bolfatine
(2012) studied promotion cure rate models with random eects. Cancho et al.
(2011) employed a Bayesian analysis and modeled the cure rate under the negative
binomial distribution as a special case of the promotion time cure model. In
Perdona and Louzada-Neto (2011), the authors proposed a general hazard model
which generalized a large number of families of cure rate models.
The bandwidth selection method we use in this thesis is based on an approxi-
mated CV. It is computer-intensive and time-consuming. Cheng (1997) developed
an ecient data-based bandwidth selector for local linear density estimators using
plug-in rules. This bandwidth selector can deal with both smooth and non-smooth
boundaries in the support of the density. Cheng and Sun (2006) gave a bandwidth
selector for kernel quantile estimation. These ideas may also apply to our research.
We used a particular resampling scheme to carry out the bootstrap for our two-
part model. The results for parametric estimates are satisfactory. However, for the
nonparametric varying-coecient estimates, more improvements are needed. We
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require a more reliable method to obtain satisfactory condence bands for varying-
coecients. Shao (1988) gave an overview of bootstrap variance estimation. In his
paper, the interquartile range (IQR) can be applied to construct the pointwise
condence intervals. The IQR of the empirical sample of estimates using the
resampling scheme can estimate the standard deviations. i.e. IQR= Q3   Q1 
1:34896standard deviation for normal distributions, where Q1 = cdf 1(0:25) and
Q3 = cdf
 1(0:75) and cdf is the cumulative distribution function. After calculating
the standard deviations of the grid points of the varying-coecients, we can use
conventional methods to construct the pointwise condence intervals. The formula
is estimatez1 =20:7413118IQR; where 1  is the condence level and z is the
quantile function for the standard normal distribution. For example, to construct
the 95% pointwise condence intervals, the formula is estimate1:960:7413118
IQR. However, a nave application to such methods for our models still yields
unsatisfactory results. Cheng and Hall (2003) also suggested a method for reducing
variance in nonparametric surface estimation and this method can be applied to
regressions. The idea is based on estimating contours of a surface by minimizing
deviations of basic surface estimates through a quadratic curve. We need to choose
a more sophisticated resampling scheme such as the bias corrected and accelerated
bootstrap (DiCiccio and Eforn (1996)) or the semiparametric bootstrap. More
work in this direction is required.
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H(h) = diagf1; hgT , ~H1 = H(h1) 
 Ip, ~H2 = H(h2) 
 Ir, wi = f1; wgT 
 Ii,
i = p; r, where In denotes a n dimensional identity matrix.
a = ~H1a. a^ = ~H1a^, Wi;p = ~H 11 fui(u) 






b = ~H2b, b^ = ~H2b^, Wi;r = ~H 12 fui(u) 





















 = (aT ; bT )T .  = ((a)T ; (b)T )T . k = (T ;T )T .  = (T ;T ; )T . % =
(T ;T ;T ;T ; )T .  = ((a)T ;T ; (b)T ;T ; )T ).



















  log [1 + exp( MT0(U) NT0)]:
The following technical conditions are needed for the proofs of our theoretical
results.
A.2 Conditions
(i) 0 is an interior point of the parameter space.
(ii) The kernel function K() is a bounded symmetric density with compact
support, and satises a Lipschitz condition.
(iii) The density function p(u) of the variable U is of compact support U and
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has a bounded second derivative.
(iv) The functions i() and j() have continuous second derivatives around
point u for i = 1;    ; p and j = 1;    ; r.
(v) There is an  > 2 and some  < 1  1 such that EkXk2 <1, EkZk2 <
1, EkMk2 < 1, EkNk2 < 1. Furthermore, n2 1h ! 1, nh ! 1
and nh5 is bounded.
(vi) The p  p matrix E(XXT jU) is nonsingular for each U in this support.
E(XXT jU), E(XXT jU) 1, E(XZT jU) E(XMT jU) and E(XNT jU) are
all Lipschitz continuous. The r  r matrix E(MMT jU) is nonsingular for
each U in this support. E(MMT jU), E(MMT jU) 1, E(MZT jU) and
E(MNT jU) are all Lipschitz continuous.
(vii) There exists a t > 0 such that all the occurred functions of the form Efj 
j2+tjUg are nite and continuous at the point U = u. All the functions of
the form EfjUg are continuous at the point U = u.
(viii) There exists a function G(X;Z;M ;N ) with EG(X;Z;M ;N ) <1, such
that j @3
@j@k@l
Lu;n()j < G(X;Z;M ;N); for all X;Z;M ;N and for all
 in a neighborhood of 0.
(ix) The covariates X, Z, M , N and U are of compact support.
(x)  > 0, which is the smallest eigenvalue of S01(u;0) dened in (A.4).
(xi) The matrices  = 1   2 and  dened in the proof of Theorem 1 are
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nite and nondegenerate.
(xii) k and random censoring time (t1; : : : ; tk) are independent of (X;Z;M ;N ; U).
(xiii) There exists a positive  such that P (R   L  ) = 1. The union of the
support for L and R is an interval [0; 1] with 0 < 0 < 1 <1.
(xiv) The density functions of L and R are continuous and bounded away from
zero on the support. The distributions of X, Z,M , N and U are not con-
centrated on any proper subspaces of Rp, Rq, Rr, Rs and R respectively.
X, Z,M , N and U belong to bounded subsets of Rp, Rq, Rr, Rs and R
respectively.
A.3 Proofs of theorems
Lemma 1. Under the assumed conditions, for the log-likelihood function l(%0),





U = ui =  E @l(%0)@%0 @l(%0)@%0 T
U = u :
Proof. Using the common maximum likelihood estimates theories, one may easily
obtain the results. See Lemma 6:1 and the proof of Theorem 7:1 in Lehmann
(1983).
We will use Lemma 1 in the proof of Lemma 2.
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Lemma 2. Under the assumed conditions, there exists an one-step estimator so-
lution %^ such that
(^   0) p ! 0;
i.e. the one-step estimator is locally consistent.
Proof. By abuse of notations, the new dened ones in the proof of Lemma 2 are





























log(Li) XTi W Ti;pa ZTi 


1 + exp( MTi W Ti;rb  NTi )
359=;Kh(Ui   u):
Note that here h1 = h2 = h.
The the problem is equivalent to showing that there exists a solution ^ to the





































































































such that ^   0 p ! 0.
Recall that  = ((a)T ;T ; (b)T ;T ; )T and 0 = (((a0))T ;T0 ; ((b
0))TT0 ; 0)
T .
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Denote by S the sphere centered at 0 with radius . We will show that for any
suciently small , the probability that
sup
2S
Lu;n()  Lu;n(0) (A.1)
tends to 1. Hence Lu;n() has a local maximum in the interior of S. Since at a
local maximum the likelihood equation above must be satised, it follows that for
any  > 0, with probability tending to 1, the likelihood equation has a solution
^() within S. Let ^ be the closest root to 0. Then
Pfk^   0k2  g ! 1:
This in turn implies that (^   0) p ! 0.
We now establish (A.1). We prove it in 4 steps.
Step 1 Denote by j and 0j the jth elements of  and 0, respectively. By
Taylor's expansion around the point 0,




(   0)TL00u;n(0)(   0) +Ru;n(); (A.2)
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wp 0 0 0
0 Iq 0 0
0 0 wr 0
0 0 0 Is+1
1CCCCCCCCCCA
:










Thus, with probability tending to 1,
jL0u;n(0)T (   0)j  3:
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K(w) dw + op(1)
=  p(u)S01(u;0) + op(1): (A.4)
Where J0 is dened above.
This, with probability tending to 1,
(   0)TL00u;n(0)(   0) <  p(u)2 for all  2 S;
where  > 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of S01(u;0) which is condition (x).





3fEG(X;Z;M ;N ) + op(1)g
for some constant D > 0.
From all the above, we conclude with probability tending to 1 that when  is
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small enough,
Lu;n()  Lu;n(0)  0 for all  2 S:
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. i.e.
(^   0) p ! 0:
The local consistency of the one-step estimator is obtained.
Lemma 3. Let (Z1;W1); : : : ; (Zn;Wn) be i.i.d observations from a bivariate ran-
dom vector (Z;W ). Assume further that EjW js <1 and sup
x
R jyjs(x; y) dy <1,
where  denotes the joint density of (Z;W ). Let K be a bounded positive function






Kh(Zi   x)Wi   E[Kh(Zi   x)Wi]j = Op(nh=log(1=h)) 1=2
provided that n2 1h!1 for some  < 1  s 1 and D is a compact set.
Proof. This follows immediately from the result obtained by Mack and Silverman
(1982).
Proof of Theorem 2. We have established the local consistency of the one-step es-
timator is Lemma 2. We can use the one -step estimators as the initial estimators
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for the fully-iterated estimators. Following the discussion of Carroll et al. (1997), it
is expected that the fully-iterated estimators ^(u) and ^ are also locally consistent.
Given that  are estimated at the order Op(n
 1=2), then ^ satises the local
estimating equations as follows. The local estimating equations are obtained by
the rst optimality condition of maximizing the combined local likelihood functions




















































[1 + exp(~i(u;0; b^))]
h
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If we ignore the dierence between i(u;0; a^
) and i(Ui;0; ^) and similarly
the dierence between ~i(u;0; b^
) and ~i(Ui;0; ^) by Taylor's expansions and




















































[1 + exp(~i(u;0; b^))]
h
















Denote by G^1(u;0; ^
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Then by Taylor's expansion, we have
G^1(u;0;
) +DfG^1(u;0; ~)g(^   ) = op(1=
p
nh1) (A.5)
where ~ is between ^ and , and hence ~ !  in probability.
In the followings, we take 4 steps to nish the proof.
Step 1 Next, we consider asymptotic properties ofDfG^1(u;0;)g and G^1(u;0;).
Firstly, DfG^1(u;0;)g is expressed as follows.
Denote Kh1;h2(Ui   u) =
0BB@ Kh1(Ui   u)I2p 0





1CCA ; where 1mn denotes the m  n





























K(w) dw + op(1)
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= p(u)S0(u;0; k0) + op(1): (A.6)
Where  denotes the \entrywise product" or \Hadamard product" of two matrices
with the same dimensions.
Secondly, we express G^1(u;0;



























Step 2 In the following, we establish the asymptotic normality of G^1(u;0;
).
We rst compute the mean and the variance of G^1(u;0;
).




i 0 and ~i(Ui;0; b^
) =MTi (Ui)+
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NTi 0: Then by Taylor's expansion,
i(Ui;0;0)  i(u;0; a^) = (Ui   u)
2
2
XTi 0(u)f1 + op(1)g:
~i(Ui;0;)  ~i(u;0; b^) = (Ui   u)
2
2
MTi (u)f1 + op(1)g;
where f() denotes the second derivative of the univariate function f().
For any bivariate smooth function (; ) in R2, by Taylor's expansion again,
we have
(i(Ui;0;0); ~i(Ui;0;0))  (i(u;0; a^); ~i(u;0; a^)) =





1CCA f1 + op(1)g;
where _f() denotes the rst derivative of the univariate function f().
Denote G^1(u;0;0;0) to change all the i(u;0; a^
) and ~i(u;0; b^) in
G^1(u;0;
) into i(Ui;0;0) and ~i(Ui;0;). Denote dij;k0 to change all the
i(u;0; a^
) and ~i(u;0; b^) in dij into i(Ui;0;0) and ~i(Ui;0;) for j = 1; 2.




U = ui = 0. Therefore, E[G^1(u;0; k0)] =
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0: By Lemma 3 and conditions,
E[G^1(u;0;
)] = E[G^1(u;0;)]  E[G^1(u;0; k0)]
= EKh1;h2(Ui   u)
































= p(u)n(u) + op(1): (A.8)
Similarly,




















= n 1h 11 p(u)S1(u;0; k0) + op(n
 1h 11 ): (A.9)
















1CCA : To prove the asymptotic normality, we use
the Cramer-Wold device. For any constant vector b 6= 0, we need to show
p
nh1fbT G^1(u;0;)  bTE[G^1(u;0;)]g d ! Nf0; p(u)bTS1(u;0; k0)bg:
(A.10)






fKh1;h2(Ui   u)Yi   EKh1;h2(Ui   u)Yig:








 1fKh1;h2(Ui   u)Yi   EKh1;h2(Ui   u)Yigj2+t
for some t > 0. By the assumed condition (vii), the left-hand side of the above
expression is bounded by
22+t(n 1h1)1+t=2nEjYKh1;h2(Ui   u)j2+t = Of(nh1) t=2g ! 0:
This veries (A.10). Consequently, by (A.5), (A.8) and (A.9)
p
nh1f^      S0(u;0; k0) 1n(u)g
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d ! Nf0; p 1(u)S0(u;0; k0) 1S1(u;0; k0)S0(u;0; k0) 1g:
Denote bn = S0(u;0; k0) 1n(u),
1 = p








1CCA d ! N [0;1]:
Proof of Theorem 1. We have established the local consistency of the one-step es-
timator is Lemma 2. We can use the one-step estimators as the initial estimators
for the fully-iterated estimators. Following the discussion of Carroll et al. (1997), it
is expected that the fully-iterated estimators ^(u) and ^ are also locally consistent.
Given the consistency of the estimators ^, and ^, we now establish the following
asymptotic representation of ^:
n1=2(^  0) =  n1=2(1  2) 1(G^2(0; k0) + 4) + op(1) (A.11)
where 1, 2 are dened later. Assuming (A.11) holds, then by the central limit
theorem and the regularity condition given, n1=2(^  0) converges in distribution
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to a normal random vector with the mean zero and the variance-covariance matrix
 1( 1)T as n goes to innity. In the following, we prove (A.11) in 4 steps.
Step 1 Denote by G^1(u;;
) the left hand side of the local estimating equations
which is dened in the proof of Theorem 2. Similarly, denote by G^2(u;; k) the
left hand side of the global estimating equations below which are obtained by the
rst optimality condition of maximizing global likelihood functions (2.5) dened
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Then by the law of large numbers and Lemma 3 with the property of MLE, we
have





























= Ef~21g+ op(1): (A.13)
Step 2 Denote by G^1(u;;
) the left hand side of the local estimating equations
as dened in the proof of Theorem 2. The local estimating equations are obtained
by the rst optimality condition of maximizing the combined local likelihood func-
tions (2.4) dened in section 2.2 of this thesis.
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Denote ^ are the solution of the local estimating equations at convergence.
Then G^1(u; ^; ^
) = 0 for any u, where ^ are the solutions of the global estimating











   0) + op(n 1=2): (A.14)











U = uK(w) dw + op(1)




0)) = p(u)S0(u;0; k0) + op(1)
Combine all the equations above, we have
p(u)S0(u;0; k0)(^   0)
=  G^1(0;0)
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 D(G^1(u;0;0))(^  0) + op(n 1=2);
^   0
=  p 1(u)S 10 (u;0; k0)G^1(u;0;0)
 p 1(u)S 10 (u;0; k0)D(G^1(u;0;0))(^  0) + op(n 1=2):
Therefore,
k^  k0 =  2   3(^  0) + op(n 1=2); (A.16)
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= ~2 + op(1):
3(u) = p
 1(u)QS 10 (u;0; k)(p(u)Ef1jU = ug+ op(1))
= Ef~3jU = ug+ op(1):







where Kh1;h2(Ui   u) =
0BB@ Kh1(Ui   u)I2p 0
0 Kh2(Ui   u)I2r
1CCA.
Step 3 ^ solves the global estimating equations G^2(^; k^) = 0. Therefore, by
Taylor's expansion, we have that (using that nh41 ! 0 and nh42 ! 0)
0 = G^2(^; k^)
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where
DfG^2(; k)gj=0;k=k0 = 1 + op(1):





i21 = Ef~21g+ op(1):




given in (A.16) into (A.17),
we have
(1   2)(^  0) =  G^2(0; k0)  4 + op(n 1=2):













j=1Kh1;h2(Uj   Ui)^j2: Then use the
same manner we have shown before.





By using the similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 4 in Carroll et al.






Ef~21jU = Uigi2 + op(n 1=2) = ^4 + op(n 1=2):
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Therefore,
(1   2)(^  0) =  G^2(0; k0)  ^4 + op(n 1=2): (A.18)
One may verify that
E(G^2(0; k0) + ^4) = 0














where c is ci without the specication of i, and 2 is i2 without the specication
of i.
Using the Cramer-Wold device and by Lyapounov central limit theorem, we can
prove the asymptotic normality of G^2(0; k0) + ^4. Therefore,
p
n(^  0) d ! N [0; (1   2) 1((1   2) 1)T ]:
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 can be similarly derived as that for
Theorem 1 by a similar technique to that described in Jin et al. (2001). The proof
is shown as follows.
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Using the symbol \~" to denote the estimates, estimating equations etc. cor-
responding to the resampling scheme shown in this thesis. For example, ~ =
( ~T ; ~T ; ~)T .
Therefore, based on the similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem
2, we have that






In fact, 1, 2 and ~21 are the same as ~1, ~2 and
~~21 respectively. The reason is
that i's are iid exponential random variables with mean 1 and variance 1. There-
fore, for example, E(G^1) = E( ~G1). Then we can have that ~1 = 1 and ~2 = 2.
Now, it suces to show that for every realizations of fi; i = 1; : : : ng the condi-
tional distribution of ~G2(^; k^) + ~4 converges to the same limiting distribution of
G^2(0; k0) + ^4.
Follow the same argument in the proof of Proposition A3. in Jin et al. (2001).
Assume that the assumption of Proposition A1 in Jin et al. (2001) is satised.
Since ^; ^; ^ are minimizer, it follows that kG^2(^; k^)+^4k = o(n 1) almost surely
in the space of fi; i = 1; : : : ng. Thus, up to an almost surely negligible term,
~G2(^; k^) + ~4 = ( ~G2(^; k^) + ~4)  (G^2(^; k^) + ^4): (A.20)
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By the strong law of large number for U{processes (Arcones and Gine (1993),
Theorem 3:1) and Proposition A1 in Jin et al. (2001), the mean converges almost




 1). Using the Cramer-Wold device and by Lyapounov central limit theorem,
we can prove the asymptotic normality of ~G2(^; k^)+~4. Therefore, with probability
equal to 1,
p
n( ~  ^) d ! N [0; (1   2) 1((1   2) 1)T ];
i.e. with probability equal to 1, the conditional distribution of
p
n ( ~  ^) given
the observed data converges to the asymptotic distribution of
p
n (^  0) :
